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ABSTRACT. We develop a link between the 'coarse' geometry of complete 
Riemannian manifolds and index theory for elliptic operators on such manifolds. 
We define and make use of a new cohomology theory that is sensitive only to 
this coarse geometry. The connection with index theory is made by a character 
map between this coarse cohomology theory and the cyclic cohomology of an 
operator algebra whose If-theory is the receptacle for an abstract index. 

K E Y W O R D S AND PHRASES: Course geometry, cyclic cohomology, Atiyah-Singer index theo
rem, X-theory for C*-algebras, ideal boundary, Novikov conjecture. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

This paper is a contribution to the study of geometry and analysis for com
plete non-compact Riemannian manifolds. The central result is a version of the 
Atiyah-Singer Index Theorem for such manifolds. Such a theorem is of intrinsic 
interest, but also provides a powerful method for studying compact manifolds, 
since non-compact manifolds can be obtained from compact ones in a variety of 
ways: for instance, as covering spaces or leaves of foliations, by adding cones or 
cylinders to boundary components, or by blowing up the metric on a neighbour
hood of some interesting subset. Several applications to compact manifolds will 
be discussed below. 

The main technical tool is a new 'cohomology' theory, called coarse cohomo
logy, for complete metric spaces. The word 'cohomology' is in quotes because 
this theory certainly is not a generalized cohomology theory in the usual sense. 
For instance, the coarse cohomology of any compact space is the same as that of 
a point. The theory measures the behaviour at infinity of a space; more specifi
cally, it measures the way in which uniformly large bounded sets fit together. 

The link to index theory comes about as follows. For each coarse cohomology 
class (p and each Dirac-type operator D on a complete Riemannian manifold M, 
one can define a 'higher index' of D twisted by (p, which one might think of as 
an analogue of a Novikov higher signature. These higher indices have many of 
the stability and vanishing properties of the usual Atiyah-Singer index, to which 
they reduce if the manifold M is compact. Our main theorem (4.42 and 4.47) 
provides a topological formula for the higher index in terms of three pieces of 
data, two of which are familiar: the fundamental cycle of M, the cohomology 
class Q D that represents the index of D according to the Atiyah-Singer formula, 
and the 'topological character' c[<p] of the coarse class <£>, which is an element 
of the ordinary cohomology of M with compact supports. Up to a numerical 
constant, the higher index is simply equal to (Sp ^ c[y?],[M]). 

Here are some applications of this index theorem, of which further details are 
given in chapter 6. Many of the results apply to all manifolds admitting a 'coarse 
fundamental class' in a certain sense, the w-large manifolds in the language of 
chapter 6. For simplicity they are stated here for nonpositively curved manifolds; 
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2 JOHN ROE 

any complete, simply-connected, nonpositively curved manifold is u;-large. 

(1.1) THEOREM: (See theorem 6.16,) Let (M,go) be a complete simply-connected 
Riemannian manifold of non-positive curvature. Then there is no metric g\ on 
M with </i > A<7o for some positive constant A and such that the scalar curvature 
of gi is uniformly positive. 

In the form stated, this is a result proved by Gromov and Lawson [36], and 
it has as a corollary their famous result that no compact manifold that has 
a metric of non-positive sectional curvature can also have a metric of positive 
scalar curvature (see also [61, 62], [35, 34], [45]). But it appears that the full 
class of u;-large manifolds is larger than the corresponding class of hyperspherical 
manifolds in their work. 

(1.2) THEOREM: (See theorem 6.24^ Let (M, go) be a complete simply-connected 
Riemannian 2n-manifold of non-positive curvature, and let g\ be another metric 
on M with g\ > A</o for some positive constant A. Then the essential spectrum 
of the Laplacian on square integrable n-forms on (M,g\) contains zero. 

This does not seem to be known even for #0 = <h, except for constant or 
nearly constant negative curvature. It could be regarded as a weak form of 
a conjecture of Singer, that for strictly negative curvature there is an infinite-
dimensional space of L2 harmonic n-forms (see [24]). The proof uses the index 
theorem applied to the signature operator. 

(1.3) THEOREM: (See theorem 6.19,) Let X be a complete simply-connected 
Kdhler manifold of non-positive (sectional) curvature, and let Y be any Kdhler 
manifold admitting a proper holomorphic map to X that increases distances by 
no more than a bounded amount. (Y need not have the same dimension as X.) 
Let L be a holomorphic line bundle over Y equipped with a metric of uniformly 
positive curvature. Then for any holomorphic vector bundle E over Y equipped 
with a metric of bounded curvature, there is a constant /i > 0 such that the 
bundle L** 0 E has an infinite-dimensional space of L2 holomorphic sections. 

This is a non-compact version of Cartan's 'Theorem B' [31, page 159]. 
As a final application, Weinberger [69] has outlined a proof by means of the 

index theorem of this paper of Novikov's theorem [51] on the topological invari-
ance of the rational Pontrjagin classes of a compact manifold. The non-compact 
manifold to which the index theorem is applied is a tubular neighbourhood of a 
submanifold of the original compact manifold. 

Here is a more detailed overview of the paper. Chapter 2 begins by introducing 
appropriate categories on which coarse cohomology will be functorial. The mor-
phisms in these categories are referred to as 'homologous' maps; they are proper 
maps with a uniform control on their expansiveness. Coarse cohomology (de
noted HX*) is then defined as the cohomology of a modified Alexander-Spanier 
complex: if M is a metric space of an appropriate kind, then the <j-cochains 
of coarse cohomology are functions on Mq+1 whose support is compact in each 
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bounded neighbourhood of the diagonal. We compute some simple examples of 
coarse cohomology, in particular working out the relationship of HXl to the ends 
of a Riemannian manifold. Finally, we show that the natural primary product 
in coarse cohomology is trivial, but that it has a secondary product arising from 
the triviality of the primary product, which maps HXP <g) HXq to HXp~*~q~l. 
This is one of the first appearances of the dimension shift that will come up 
when relating coarse cohomology to the cohomology of an appropriate 'ideal 
boundary'. 

Chapter 3 introduces more powerful methods for computing coarse cohomo
logy. The key idea is to relate coarse cohomology to the inverse limit of the Cech 
cohomologies of succesively coarser coverings of the space. Of course one must 
rule out the maximally coarse covering consisting of just one open set, and this 
is done by insisting that all the coverings be by sets of uniformly bounded diam
eter. As the diameter bound tends to infinity, one obtains an inverse system of 
Cech cohomology groups, which is related to coarse cohomology by a short exact 
sequence. Using this sequence, one can compute the coarse cohomology of Eu
clidean spaces, cones, universal covers of compact A'(7r, 1) manifolds, free groups 
(considered as metric spaces), and similar examples. One can also prove the 
invariance of coarse cohomology under 'bornotopy': this is the concept, in our 
categories of metric spaces, that is analogous to homotopy in ordinary topology. 

Chapter 4 contains the index theorem. We begin by reformulating the con
struction of the operator algebra X(M) of [57], and of the index of a Dirac 
operator in the /^-theory of this algebra, in the language of Hilbert modules. 
Recall that X is the algebra of bounded operators on L2(M) that are represent
ed by smoothing kernels supported within a finite distance of the diagonal. The 
Dirac operator is invertible modulo X, and so it has an index in the K-iheoiy of 
this algebra. We then construct a character map from the coarse cohomology of 
M to the cyclic cohomology of X(M). Formally, the definition of this character 
map is the same as that given by Connes and Moscovici [22, 23]; the point to 
notice is that the formal expression does not converge a priori, as it is give by 
an integral over the non-compact space Mq+1. The definition of coarse cohomo
logy is arranged so that the integrand should be compactly supported; in fact, 
this was the original motivation for the definition of coarse cohomology. The 
index theorem, which is proved next, computes the expression (Ind(jD), X&]) m 

topological terms; here, D is a Dirac operator, Ind(D) is its index in K*(X), <p 
is a coarse cohomology class, and \ ls the character map from coarse to cyclic 
theory. Once the definitions have been set up, this result follows directly from 
the 'Localized Index Theorem' of [22, 23]. The point is, though, that coarse co
homology has provided a new global analytic context in which to set Connes and 
Moscovici's local computations. Such a global context is necessary if the 'index' 
is to enjoy the stability and vanishing properties of the ordinary Atiyah-Singer 
index. 

In chapter 5 we begin to exploit this global context to prove vanishing theo-
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rems. The main construction of this chapter is of the Higson corona [39] of a 
non-compact metric space M. This space, denoted t/M, is a sort of 'ideal bound
ary' which reflects the topology of conical ends of M (of arbitrarily small positive 
growth) but not of cylindrical ends. In [39], Higson constructed a map from the 
if-theory of the algebra X to the K-homology of i/M, shifting dimensions by 1. 
Dually, we construct in this chapter a transgression map T from the cohomology 
of i/M (or more precisely of certain quotients of it) to the coarse cohomology 
of M. These two maps are dual in a natural way, as one can prove using the 
index theorem of chapter 4. Using C*-algebra A'-theory, one knows that as soon 
as the operator D is invertible, the image of its index is zero in K*(yM). This 
leads to vanishing theorems for the index paired with coarse classes coming by 
trangression from vM. 

Finally, chapter 6 gives some geometric and analytic applications of all this 
machinery, including more general versions of the theorems cited above. The 
index theorem for partitioned manifolds of [57] is obtained as a corollary of the 
general index theorem of this paper; in fact partitions of a manifold correspond 
exactly to 1-dimensional coarse cohomology classes. Chapter 6 also contains a 
brief discussion of the Novikov Conjecture. There are natural 'coarse' formu
lations of the Novikov Conjecture and even of the more general Baum-Connes 
Conjecture, and these imply the usual versions for certain group cohomology 
classes. (They are more closely related to the quasi-isometric versions of [70, 
§18-20].) Moreover there is a remarkable parallel between coarse cohomology and 
the 'bounded algebraic A-theory' which was developed by Pedersen, Weibel, and 
others [52, 60, 16] with a view to doing controlled surgery [27], What little I 
know about this relationship will mostly be found in the final section. 

Several recent preprints discuss index theorems and applications that overlap 
with the results of this paper. In this regard the reader's attention is particularly 
drawn to the work of Block and Weinberger [14], Hurder [43], Lott [47], and Yu 
[72]. 

Acknowledgements: The definition of coarse cohomology occurred to me 
while I was thinking about Henri Moscovici's exposition, in a lecture at the 
Bowdoin conference on elliptic operators in 1988, of his joint work with Alain 
Connes. As stated above, one way to think about coarse cohomology is as a new 
'homologous' setting for their local index theorem. The influence of their work 
is pervasive. 

The main ideas of chapters 2,3 and 4 of this paper were presented at a con
ference held at Boulder in 1989. I am very grateful to all the participants in this 
conference, and in particular I should like to thank Steve Hurder, who organized 
the conference and spurred me on to compute a lot of examples, and Nigel Hig
son, who shared with me his definition of the corona space which now forms the 
central theme of chapter 5. 

I have also had helpful conversations with many other mathematicians, in-
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eluding M. Gromov, D. Quillen and S. Weinberger. Finally, I am grateful to the 
Mathematical Prizes Fund of Oxford University for sabbatical support. 

The main results of this paper were announced in [58]. 

A note on terminology: In [58] and in other places, the theory described 
in this paper as 'coarse' cohomology was referred to as 'exotic' cohomology; the 
present more descriptive title was suggested by Mel Rothenberg. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Basic properties of coarse cohomology 

2 .1 . T h e uniformly homologous categories 

The coarse cohomology groups HX*{M) will be defined for metric spaces M. 
However, they will not be functorial under all continuous maps of such spaces, 
and they will be functorial under certain non-continuous maps. In this section 
we will define the appropriate categories on which HX* will be functorial. 

(2.1) DEFINITION: Let M and N be metric spaces, and let f': M —• N be a 
function, not necessarily continuous. The function f is called uniformly homol
ogous if, for every R > 0, there exists S > 0 such that 

Vx,x' e M,d(x,x') <R=> d(f(x)J(x')) < S. 

REMARKS: 

(i) Here, and throughout this paper, we use the letter d to denote the dis
tance in a metric space. Also, the notation B(x;e) will denote the open 
ball of centre x and radius e. 

(ii) What we have done is to write down the definition of uniform continuity 
with the usual e and 6 the wrong way round. Of course one should think 
of R and S as being large rather than small; the content of the definition 
is that one has uniform control on the expansiveness of the function / . 

(iii) The function / : Z —+ Z defined by f(n) — n2 is an example of a uni
formly continuous function that is not uniformly homologous. 

(iv) A function which is eventually Lips chit z in the sense of Ferry and Peder-
sen [27] is uniformly homologous; for general spaces the converse need 
not be true, but most of the uniformly homologous functions we are 
interested in will be eventually Lipschitz. 

(v) It is straightforward to show that the composite of two uniformly homol
ogous functions is again uniformly homologous. 

(vi) We define a borneomorphism as a uniformly homologous bijection whose 
inverse is also uniformly homologous. 

(vii) The 'borno' terminology is meant to suggest that we are studying bound
ed sets instead of the open sets of ordinary topology. 

7 
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Despite the fact noted above tha t in general a uniformly continuous map need 
not be uniformly homologous, there is a large class of spaces, which includes all 
complete connected Riemannian manifolds, in which this implication does hold. 
These are the path metric spaces (espaces de longueur) of Gromov [32], in which 
the distance between two points is defined as the infimum of the lengths of curves 
joining them. 

(2 .2 ) P R O P O S I T I O N : Let M be a path metric space, N a metric space, and 
f:M-+N a uniformly continuous map; then f is uniformly bornologous. 

P R O O F : Since / is uniformly continuous, there is 6 > 0 such tha t if x,x' £ 
M, d(x,xf) < 8 then d(f(x), f(x')) < 1. Now by definition of a pa th metric 
space, if x,x' are points of M with d(x,x') < R, then there is a continuous curve 
7 in M with endpoints x and x' and length less than R. Subdividing 7, we find 
tha t there is a chain x = xo,x\,... , xn = x' of points of M with d(xj, Xj+\) < 6 
and n < R/6 -f 1. Hence, by the triangle law, 

d(f(z),f(z')) < J2d(f(xj)J(xH1)) < n < j + 1 
i=o 

so f is uniformly bornologous. • 
In fact this argument shows tha t / is eventually Lipschitz. 

(2 .3 ) DEFINITION: A metric space M is a proper metric space if closed bounded 
subsets of M are compact. 

Such a space is necessarily complete. 

(2 .4 ) DEFINITION: The category UBB ('uniformly bornologous Borel') is the 
category whose objects are proper metric spaces and whose morphisms are uni
formly bornologous Borel maps which are proper in the sense that the inverse 
image of a relatively compact set is relatively compact. 

Most of our theory will be functorial on the category UBB. We will adopt 
the convention tha t the word 'space' will always (unless otherwise specified) 
mean 'object in the category UBB' and the word 'morphism' will always (unless 
otherwise specified) mean 'morphism in the category UBB' . 

For some purposes we will need a more restricted class of morphisms. The 
category UBC ('uniformly bornologous continuous') is defined to be the sub
category of UBB with the same objects but with uniformly bornologous proper 
continuous maps as morphisms. Again, we will abbreviate 'morphism in the 
category U B C to 'continuous morphism' . 

(2 .5 ) DEFINITION: Let M and N be spaces, and let f,g: M —• N be morphisms. 
We say that f and g are bornotopic, and write f ~ g, if there is a constant 
R > 0 such that for all x G M, d(f(x),g(x)) < R. Further, if f: M -> N 
is a morphism, and there exists a morphism h: A' -+ M such that f o h ~ 
ITVJ ho f ~ 1M, we say that f is a bornotopy-equivalence, and that M and N 
are bornotopy-equivalent. 
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It is easy to check that bornotopy is an equivalence relation. The terminology 
is suggested by homotopy theory; the link may become clearer if one observes 
that the definition of bornotopy may be reformulated as follows: / and g are 
bornotopic if there is a morphism h : M x { 0 , l } — • i V with / = /ioz0, <j = fto^, 
where io,i\: M —• M x {0,1} are the obvious inclusions. Of course, since we 
are working with Borel functions, the topological structure is irrelevant; we can 
replace {0,1} by [0,1] (or by any compact metric space with two distinguished 
points) without changing the definition. 

Two spaces which are eventually Lipschitz equivalent in the sense of [27] are 
bornotopy-equi valent. 

An example of bornotopy-equivalence that will be useful later is the following. 
Let N be a, space and M a (closed) subspace. Recall from [54] the notation 
Pen(M;R) = {x G N: d{x,M) < R}. We will say that M is co-dense in N if 
there is R > 0 such that N = Pen(M; R). 

(2.6) PROPOSITION: If M is uj-dense in N, then the inclusion map i: M —• N 
is a bornotopy-equivalence. 

PROOF: Suppose that Pen(M;R) = N\ then for any y € N there is x G M 
with d(x,y) < 2R. Define a function p: N —* M to be a Borel selection of 
such an a?, in other words p is a Borel map such that d(x,p(x)) < 2R\ it is easy 
to check that such a Borel selection can be made. Then p is a morphism, and 
p o i ~ 1M, i ° p ~ ITV, SO i is a bornotopy-equivalence. • 

We will discover in Chapter 3 that coarse cohomology behaves in the same 
way with respect to bornotopy as ordinary cohomology does with respect to 
homotopy. 

2.2. Definition of coarse theory 

In the definition of coarse theory, we will use the following notations. Let M 
be a space. Then Mq+l denotes the Cartesian product of q-\-l copies of M, and A 
or more fully Aq(M) C Mq+1 denotes the multi-diagonal {(# , . . . , x) : x G M } . 
For definiteness, we must specify the metric that we are using on Mq+l: we 
define it by 

d((x0i... ,Xfl),(j/0,... ,yq)) = max{d(x0,t/o),.. . }d(xqiyq)}. 

A function <p: M9+l —• R is said to be locally bounded if it is bounded on every 
compact subset. The support of <p is denoted Supp(y?). 

(2.7) DEFINITION: Let M be a space. The coarse complex CX*(M) is defined as 
follows: CXq(M) is the space of locally bounded Borel functions <p: Mq+1 —* R 
which satisfy the following support condition: for each R > 0, the set 

Supp(v?)nPen(A;iJ) 

is relatively compact in Mq+l. 
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The complex CX*(M) is equipped with the usual coboundary map of Alex-
ander-Spanier cohomology [64], that is 

q+l 
d<p(x0,.,. yxq+l)=z ^ ( - l ) V ( ^ o , - . . , £ , . . . ,xq+i). (2.8) 

(As usual, the 'hat' denotes omission of the specified term.) It is straightforward 
to verify that d does indeed map CXq to CXq+1 and that d2 = 0. Thus CX* is 
a complex, and we define the coarse cohomology HX*(M) to be the cohomology 
of this complex. 

(2.9) REMARKS: 
(i) What we have defined could more accurately be called the coarse co

homology with real coefficients. Replacing R by Z in the definition 
leads to the coarse cohomology with integer coefficients, and we could 
define it with more general coefficients if required. We will not develop 
these theories in detail in this paper, as the applications we have in mind 
are insensitive to torsion phenomena; but it seems likely that they would 
repay further study. 

(ii) There are several ways in which the definition might be modified. We 
could replace the coarse complex by the subcomplex consisting of all 
continuous cocycles or even, if M is a smooth manifold, all smooth 
cocycles. We will see in Chapter 3 that these replacements will not alter 
the cohomology with real coefficients. 

(iii) Another possibility would be to replace the complex CX* by the sub-
complex CX£ consisting of all totally antisymmetric cochains. We will 
see in Chapter 3 that the cohomology of CX£ is the same as that of 
CX*, the isomorphism being implemented by complete antisymmetriza-
tion. This will be important for the construction in Chapter 4 of a map 
from coarse theory to cyclic theory. 

(2.10) DEFINITION: Lei C*(M) denote the complex whose q'th term is the 
space of all locally bounded Borel functions Mq+1 —• R, with the same boundary 
map d. 

It is well-known that this complex is acyclic in dimensions > 0; if one chooses 
a fixed base-point o 6 M, then a contracting homotopy s: Cq —• Cq~l is given 
by 

stp(xi,... ,xq) - (p(o,xu... ,xq). 

The map s does not, however, preserve the subcomplex CX*(M) of C*(M), so 
CX*(M) may very well have cohomology. We will refer to C*(M) as the acyclic 
complex of M. 

(2.11) T h e charac ter m a p : There is a natural map c from HX*(M) to 
the ordinary cohomology of M with compact supports, H*(M). This map may 
be defined in a number of equivalent ways, of which the simplest is to interpret 
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H*(M) as the Alexander-Spanier cohomology with compact supports of M. A 
g-cochain in this theory is just an equivalence class of functions z: Mq+l —* R 
that are locally zero on the complement of a compact set, two such functions 
being considered equivalent if they agree on a neighbourhood of the diagonal (see 
Spanier [64, pages 306f and 319f]). We define the map c: HXq(M) — H$(M) 
by sending a cocycle <p to its truncation to any penumbra Pen(A;i2) of the 
diagonal. 

If M is a manifold and <p is a smooth cocycle, then we may also interpret 
Hq(M) as de Rham theory. In this interpretation, the map c is induced by 

fo®--®fq*-*fodfxA--Adfq 

for smooth functions /,-. 

(2.12) LEMMA: Let i: H*(M) —• H*(M) denote the natural map. Then 
LOC=0 as a map HXq{M) -+ Hq(M) for q>\. 

PROOF: Let CA*(M) denote the Alexander-Spanier complex for M, and 
CA*C(M) the subcomplex defining the cohomology with compact supports. Re
call (2.10) that C*(M) denotes the acyclic complex of M. There is a commutative 
diagram of complexes 

CX*{M) - ^ CA*(M) 

C*(M) —• CA*(M) 

The result now follows from the acyclicity of C*(M). D 

Later we will see examples which show that the sequence of maps 

0 -> HX*(M) A H*(M) -^ H*(M) 

need not be exact at either of its middle terms. 
(2.13) Functorial i ty: Coarse cohomology is contravariantly functorial on 

the category UBB. In fact, if / : M —* N is a morphism (in the category UBB, 
as usual), then it induces a chain transformation / * : CX*(N) —• CX*(M) by 
the usual formula 

(f*(p)(x0,... }xq) = <p(f(x0),... J(xq)). 

Since / maps bounded sets to bounded sets, f*ip is locally bounded; and it is 
clear that /* commutes with d. So all we have to check is that f*<p does indeed 
satisfy the support condition. Now, let g: Mq+1 —• A^^+1 be the map induced by 
/ ; g is proper, so to check that Supp(/*<^>) D Pen(AA/; R) is relatively compact, 
it is enough to check that its image under g, namely Supp(<£>) fl g(Pen(AM] R)), 
is compact. But since g is uniformly homologous, there is S > 0 such that 
g(Pen(A\f]R)) C Pen(Aw, S)t so this is immediate. 
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As a consequence of this functoriality, we find that HX*(M) depends only 
on the borneomorphism class of the space M. Later we will prove the much 
stronger result that it in fact depends only on the bornotopy-equi valence class 
o fM. 

It is easy to see that the character map c: HX*(M) —* H*(M) of 2.11 is 
functorial on the subcategory UBC of UBB. 

2.3. Examples 

In chapter 3 we will present a general method for computing coarse cohomo-
logy. Here we will give some examples, mostly in low dimensions, that can be 
obtained from a more elementary approach. 

(2.14) If the space M is compact, then 

HX*{M) = HX*(pt) = | f 
(dimension = 0) 
(dimension > 0) 

This is because the support condition is vacuous for a compact space M, so that 
the coarse complex coincides with the acyclic complex. 

(2.15) For any space M, 

HX\M) = | f (M compact) 
(M non — compact) 

Indeed, it is easy to see that HX°(M) consists of the compactly supported 
constant functions. Notice that this applies whether or not M is connected — 
this is already enough to show that there is no Mayer-Vietoris sequence for coarse 
cohomology. (See, however, [40].) 

(2.16) Calculat ion of HX1: We will compute HXl(M) when M is a com
plete, locally compact path metric space — for example, a complete Riemannian 
manifold. By Gromov's version of the Hopf-Rinow theorem [32, Theorem 1.10], 
such a space is proper. 

(2.17) LEMMA: Suppose that M is a path connected space. Then the character 
map c: HXX(M) —• H](M) is injective. 

PROOF: Let <p be a coarse 1-cocycle and suppose that c[(p] vanishes in Hl(M). 
Thus, there exist a neighbourhood [/ of the diagonal in M x M and a compactly 
supported function g on M such that (p(xQ) xi) = g(xo) — g(x\) for (XQ, X±) £ U. 

Now let £,# ' £ M and let 7: [0,1] —> M be a path with 7(0) = x, 7(1) = x'. 
A compactness argument yields a sequence x = XQ,X\, . . . ,x n = x1 of points 
along 7 such that (x t-,x l+i) £ U. Then by the cocycle identity for <p and the 
definition of g, 

n - l 

<p(x,x') = ]Ty>(xi,:ct-+i) = g(x')-g(x). 
•=o 
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Thus <p = dg globally; since ip is locally bounded and Borel, g is also; so [<p] = 0 
in HX\M). • 

We will need some notation. If M is a space, define Bd(M) to be the space 
of real-valued Borel functions on M that are locally constant outside a compact 
set. We may define Bd(M) in terms of the Alexander coboundary operator d as 
follows: g G Bd(M) if and only if there is a neighbourhood U of the diagonal in 
M x M such that Supp(dg) D U is relatively compact. 

(2.18) LEMMA: If M is a complete locally compact path metric space, then 
d(Bd(M)) is precisely the space ZXl(M) of coarse 1-cocycles. 

PROOF: Let <p G ZXl(M). Then one can write ip = dg, where g is local
ly bounded and Borel; and since Supp(<£>) D Pen(A; 1) is relatively compact, g 
belongs to Bd(M) by the remark above. 

Conversely, let g G Bd(M)> and let us show that dg satisfies the coarse support 
condition. Let K be a compact set outside which g is locally constant. Now let 
x,x' G M, (x,x') G Pen(A;#). Then d(x,x') < 2R. Assume that d(x,K) > 3R 
and d(x', K) > 3R. By definition of a path metric space, the points x and x' 
can be joined by a curve 7: [0,1] —* M of length less than 3/£, and this curve 
cannot therefore meet K. Therefore g 07 is locally constant on [0,1], and so by 
connectedness g(x) = g{x')- In other words, 

Supp ly ) PI Pen(A; R) C Pen(A'; ZR) x Pen(A'; 3#). 

Now Pen(/f;3i?) is bounded, hence relatively compact. Thus dg satisfies the 
support condition, so it is indeed a coarse 1-cocycle. • 

(2.19) PROPOSITION: If M is a complete locally compact path metric space, 
then the character map c fits into an exact sequence 

0 —+ HX\M) -^ H\(M) - ^ H\M). 

PROOF: We have already seen that t o c = 0. By lemma 2.17, c is injective. 
We must show that Im(c) D Ker(i). Now an element of Ker(*) can be repre
sented in Alexander-Spanier cohomology as a class [dg], where g is a continuous 
function on M such that Supp(<9<7) has relatively compact intersection with some 
neighbourhood of the diagonal. But then g G Bd(M), so by lemma 2.18, [dg] is 
a coarse 1-cocycle, in other words belongs to Im(c). • 

(2.20) REMARK: The assumption that M is a path metric space is essential 
for the surjectivity part of this proof. We will see later that the space 

{(x,y) G R 2 : x > 0 and y = 0 or 1, or x = 0 and 0 < y < 1} 

equipped with the metric induced from R" has trivial HX1, even though it is 
homeomorphic to R, which has 1-dimensional IIX1 by the theorem above. For 
this space, the sequence 

0 -+ HX*(M) -^ H*(M) -^ H*(M) 
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fails to be exact at H\. 

(2.21) Proposition 2.19 can be reformulated by using the concept of an end, 
due to Freudenthal [28]. Recall that for a locally compact, or more generally rim-
compact, HausdorfF space X, the Freudenthal compactification TX is defined as 
follows. Let C denote the collection of all closed subsets C C X whose boundary 
is compact. The points of TX are the ultrafilters C, of C, with topology given by 
taking as a basis for the closed sets the sets {£ : C G C} f° r aU C € C. 

A point x G X can be identified with the principal ultrafilter £x = {C € C : 
x G C}; the hypothesis of rim-compactness ensures that this does converge to x. 
The other points of TX are the ends of X. 

This description of TX is taken from [42]. 
Now let M be a complete locally compact path metric space, as in 2.19. Let 

E = TM\M be the space of ends of M, and let R be the real vector space of all 
maps E —• R. Let CC{M) denote, as usual, the space of all continuous functions 
M —• R of compact support, and let Cd(M) denote the space of continuous 
functions M —• R that are locally constant outside a compact set. 

We will need a lemma about the complement of a compact set in M. 

(2.22) LEMMA: Lei M be a complete locally compact path metric space, as 
above. If K C M is compact, then so is the union of K and all the bounded path 
components ofM\K. 

PROOF: Let R > 0 arid x G M be such that K C B(x\R). I claim that only 
finitely many components of M \ K are not contained in B(x\R+ 1). If not, 
one could find infinitely many points Xk in B{x\ R -f 2) \ B(x\ R + 1) belonging 
to different connected components of M \ K. Any path between two of them 
must pass through K somewhere, and therefore must be of length > 2; and 
this contradicts the relative compactness of B(x\ R + 2). Thus all the bounded 
components of M \ K are contained in the union of finitely many bounded sets, 
and this proves the result. • 

(2.23) LEMMA: Let M be a complete locally compact length space. There is an 
exact sequence of vector spaces 

0 —• CC{M) —• Cd{M) - U RE. 

The map 7 is surjective if E is finite; if E is infinite then the range of 7 is 
infinite-dimensional. 

PROOF: Here is the definition of the map 7. An end e G E corresponds to 
an ultrafilter £ of C that contains no compact set. Now, given any compact 
subset K C M, let Comp(/Q denote the set of connected components of the 
complement M \ K, and let Z G Comp(A'). Z belongs to C, and hence either 
Z G C o r ^ \ ^ € C > since £ is an ultrafilter. Let us define 6(Z, e) to be 1 in 
the first case and 0 in the second; and notice that since two distinct members of 
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Comp(K) are disjoint, for a given end e there is at most one Z G Comp(A') for 
which 8(Z,e) = 1. 

Suppose that / G Cd(M)\ then there is a compact set K such that / is constant 
on the connected components of the complement of K\ if Z G Comp(/Q, let us 
write f(Z) for the constant value of / on Z. Now define for e G E, 

7(/)(e)= £ ^.c)/(^)5 
ZeComp(K) 

by the remark above, this sum has at most one non-zero term. We leave to the 
reader the task of checking that this definition of 7 is independent of the choice 
of K. 

Suppose that / G Ker(7), and let K be a compact set outside which / is 
locally constant. By lemma 2.22, we may assume without loss of generality that 
all the components of the complement of K are unbounded. Let Z G Comp(.K'), 
then {C G C : Z C C} is a filter; so by Zorn's lemma there is an end e such that 
6(Z,e) = 1. It follows that / is compactly supported. 

As for the range of 7, for any finite collection ( e i , . . . , en) of ends, represented 
by ultrafllters (Ci, • • • >Cn), we can find disjoint elements (Ci, • • • »Cn) of C with 
Ci G Ci- It is then easy to construct functions ( / 1 , . . . , fn) in Cd(M) with ft = 1 
on Cj and /,• = 0 on Cj for j ^ i. Clearly, then, j(fi)(ej) = 6^. This proves our 
assertion. • 

By lemma 2.18, the boundary map d of coarse cohomology maps B^{M) onto 
the space ZXl(M) of coarse 1-cocycles; the kernel of d is of course the constant 
functions R. On the other hand, the space BC(M) of compactly supported Borel 
functions on M just is CX°(M), so d maps BC(M) onto the space BXl(M) 
of coarse 1-coboundaries; if M is non-compact, the kernel of this map is 0. 
Moreover, Bd{M) = Be(M) + Cd(M) and CC(M) = BC(M) n Cd(M); so by 
elementary linear algebra, Cd(M)/Cc(M) = Bd(M)/Bc(M). Thus, if M is non-
compact, there is a short exact sequence 

° ^ R ~ ^ § ( F ) —HX\M)^Q. (2.24) 

Combining this with the preceding lemma we get 

(2.25) PROPOSITION: Let M be a complete locally compact non-compact path 
metric space. Then, if M has a finite number k of ends, then HX1(M) is a (k — 
1)-dimensional vector space naturally identified with R / R , E being the set of 
ends; and if M has infinitely many ends, then HXl(M) is infinite-dimensional. 

REMARKS: 

(i) Similar results seem to be known to workers on ends of groups, see for 
example [41, Theorem 4.6]. 

(ii) It is implicit in Theorem 1 of Epstein [26], for an infinite locally finite 
simplicial complex, that the dimension of Ker(//^(M) —» Hl(M)) is one 
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less than the number of ends of M. I am grateful to Jerry Kaminker for 
bringing this to my attention. 

(iii) One can think of the 1-dimensional cohomology classes obtained in this 
way as transgressions of 0-dimensional classes on the space E of end-
s. Since it is well-known that E is always a 0-dimensional space, it 
might not seem that there is much hope of obtaining higher cohomology 
classes this way. In chapter 5, however, we will replace the Freuden-
thal compactification by a slightly larger one which we call the Higson 
compactification [39]; the corona of this compactification will not be 0-
dimensional, and it will turn out that many interesting coarse classes 
are obtained as the transgressions of cohomology classes on this corona 
space. 

(2.26) T h e example of Rn : It will be proved in chapter 3 that the character 
map c is an isomorphism for R n , so that 

K } \ R (q = n) 

Here we will describe an element of HXn(Hn) with non-trivial character; in view 
of this result, the element we describe is in fact a generator. For an (n -f l)-tuple 
(a?o, • • • ,# n ) of points of R n , let A(x0,... , xn) denote the oriented n-simplex in 
R n with vertices XQ, . . . >xn. Let a be a compactly supported n-form on R n 

with fa = 1. It is then easily verified that 

<p(xo 
JA(xo,-.. ,xn) 

is a coarse n-cocycle. Notice that <p is smooth and totally antisymmetric. 

(2.27) T h e example of Z: A feature of coarse cohomology is that it need not 
vanish in dimensions greater than the topological dimension of M. To illustrate 
this we will now compute HX1(Z). 

(2.28) PROPOSITION: The natural inclusion Z —*• R induces an isomorphism 
on HX1. 

REMARK: This inclusion is a bornotopy-equivalence, by 2.6; the results of 
Chapter 3 will therefore show that it induces an isomorphism in all dimensions. 

PROOF: Consider the restriction map HXl(H) —> HX1(Z). The generator 
of HX1(TL) is dg, where g(±oo) = ±1; it is easy to see that the restriction of 
dg to Z is non-trivial in HX1(Z)} so the restriction map is injective. As for 
surjectivity, suppose that <p is a coarse 1-cocycle for Z. Then we can write it 
as the coboundary of a 0-cochain in the acyclic complex, say <p = dg, where 
g G C°(Z). Since Supp(<£>) fl Pen(A; 1) is compact, we find that for all integers n 
such that \n\ is sufficiently large, g(n) = g(n -f 1). Now let g be the continuous 
function on R that linearly interpolates between the values of g at integer points; 
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then g £ Crf(R), so dg is a coarse 1-cocycle on R which clearly restricts to the 
given coarse 1-cocycle on Z. • 

This shows that for M = Z, the sequence 

0 -+ HX*(M) A H*(M) ± H*(M) 

fails to be exact at HXl. 
By contrast, if we space the integers out a bit we get a very different result. 

(2.29) PROPOSITION: Let M be the set {±n2 : n € Z} C Z, with the metric it 
inherits as a subspace ofZ. Then HX1(M) is infinite-dimensional. 

PROOF: Notice that for any R > 0, Pen(A; R) \ A is a finite set. Thus, since 
a 1-cocycle necessarily vanishes along A, the support condition for 1-cocycles 
becomes irrelevant; for any real-valued function g on M, <p(#o> x\) = g(xo)—g(xi) 
is a coarse cocycle. Hence, 

t / , all real-valued functions on M 
H X [M) = — : 

compactly supported functions 0 constants 

• 

2.4. P r o d u c t s t ruc tu re on coarse theory 

There is a natural definition of the product of Alexander-Spanier cochains [64, 
page 315]: if <p and \j> are respectively a p-cochain and a g-cochain, we define a 
(p + <?)-cochain (p V tj> by 

(<pVxl>)(x0i... ixp+q) = (p(x0}... ,xp)ip{xpy... ,xp+q) (2.30) 

This cup-product satisfies the identity 

d(<pVip) = d<pV^ + {-l)p<p V <9V>, 

so it passes to a product on cohomology. 
This definition induces an external product on coarse cohomology. To be 

precise, let M and N be spaces, and let <p £ CXP(M), ip E CXq(N). We 
define <pVx/>e CX*+*(M x N) by 

( p V ^ X f a c y o ) , . . . >(xP+q>Vp+q)) = ¥>(*<),... ^ p W y p , - . . >2/j>+?) (2-31) 

We need to check of course that <pV ip actually is a coarse cochain. Clearly it is 
a locally bounded Borel function. Suppose now that 

((x0, </o), • • • , (xp+q, yP+q)) G Supp(y? V tp) n Pen(AMxN; R). 

Then (a?o,... , xp) belongs to the bounded set Supp(y?) 0 Pen(Ajv/; R)> and sim
ilarly (y p , . . . ,yP+q) belongs to the bounded set Supp(V>) flPen(Ajv;^). It fol
lows that the point (xpiyp) belongs to a bounded subset of M x N. Since each 
(xi,yi) lies within 2R of (xp,t/p), the point ((z0>2/o), • • • , {xp+q> yp+q)) belongs 
to a bounded (and hence relatively compact) set in (M x N)p+q+1, as required. 
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Thus we have defined an external product on coarse theory. We might now try 
to define an internal product w in coarse theory in the usual way, by composing 
the external product V with the diagonal map M —> M x M. However, this 
internal product vanishes on the cohomology level. The reason for this is easy 
to-see. The internal product is defined at the cochain level by 

(<p w ^ ) ( X o , . . . ,xp+q) = ¥>(x0,... ,xp)ip(xp,... I****); 

and it is clear that this cochain will satisfy the coarse support condition even if 
only one of <p and ip satisfies this condition. Thus the cup-product map CX* 0 
CX* —• CX* factors through the acyclic complex: 

CX* 0 CX* — CX* 0 C* — CX* 

and hence is zero on cohomology (except in dimension 0). 
However this vanishing occurs for two different reasons — because we are 

factoring through CX* 0 C * and because we are factoring through C* (&CX* — 
and this allows us to define a secondary product which measures the difference 
between the two reasons. 

(2.32) DEFINITION: Let M be a space. Choose a base-point o £ M, and let 
s: C* —> C*"1 be the corresponding splitting of the acyclic complex. Letp,q > 1, 
and let <p be a coarse p-cochain on M, ip a coarse q-cochain. Define a coarse 
(p + Q ~~ l)-cochain <p * xj) by 

(p * if? = (s<p) w t/> -f (—\y+l(p w sip. 

(2.33) PROPOSITION: Let M, <p and ip be as above. Then 
(i) If <p and ip are coarse cocycles, then (p * rp is also an coarse cocycle. 

(ii) If p,q > 2, then the cohomology class of <p * ip depends only on the 
cohomology classes of(p and tp; moreover, it is independent of the choice 
of base-point o. 

(Hi) If p =• 1, q > 1 then the image of the cohomology class of <p * \p in 
HXq(M)/(ip) depends only on the cohomology classes of <p and ip, and 
is independent of the choice of base-point. A similar statement holds for 
P > 1 , 0 = 1 . 

(iv) If p = q = 1, then the image of the cohomology class of (p * ip in 
HX1(M)/(<p,xp) depends only on the cohomology classes of (p and ip 
and is independent of the choice of base-point. 

PROOF: First suppose that (p and ip are cocycles. We compute 

d(<p * ip) — 

= ds<p^ip + (-iy-xs(p — dtp -f {-\y+ld<p — sip - <p ^> dsip = 
= tp w ip — <p ^ ip — 0. 

Thus (p * ip is also a cocycle. Now to investigate the effect of moving one of the 
cocycles — say <p — in its cohomology class, suppose that we replace (p by (p+da. 
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The effect of this is to add to (p * xp the terms sda w xp -f (—l)p+l3a ^ ŝ >, 
and we must show that these terms give a coboundary. Provided that p > 2, 
sda + dsa = a, so 

<9(-sa w ^ + ( - l ) p + 1 a — s^) = 

= — dsa w ^ -f (—1)P + 13Q' ^ sxp + a ^ xp = 

= sda^xp + (~iy+lda — s^ 
as required. If p = 1, then sda -f <9sa = a — c, where c is a constant, equal to 
a(o). This produces an extra term cxp in the coboundary above, and so we find 
that the product is still well-defined modulo multiples of xp. 

Finally, we must consider the effect of changing the base-point. Again, sup
pose first that p, q > 2. The effect of varying the base-point is to change s<p and 
sxp by cocycles in the acyclic complex — which must therefore be coboundaries, 
da and d/3. Thus the effect of changing the base-point is to add to <p * xp the 
terms da w xp + (—l)p+1<p w df3. But it is easily seen that this is equal to 
d(a w xp — <p w /?), so the cohomology class is unchanged. If (say) p — 1, the 
change in s<p corresponding to a change of base-point is no longer a cobound
ary; but in this case the change is easily seen to be simply an additive constant, 
so that (as before) we find that the cohomology class is well-defined modulo 
multiples of xp. • 
REMARK: The range of the character map, Ker(//*(M) —• H*(M)), also has a 
natural secondary product structure. It is clear that the character map respects 
this secondary product structure. 

(2.34) Example: Let M be a complete, locally compact path metric space, 
and suppose for simplicity that M has a finite set E of ends. Then Proposition 
2.25 implies that d induces a surjection HE —+ HXl(M) with kernel R. Now 
I claim that the pointwise product on R maps to the secondary product on 
HX1. To see this, let e j , . . . ,e„ be the ends, and choose functions /,• in C<j(A )̂ 
of disjoint support that represent them. Then compute as follows (where ~ 
stands for equality modulo multiples of /,• and fj): 

dfi * dfi = 

= sdfi^dfj+dfi^sdfj~ 
*fi~d-fi + dfi~fj=d(fi-fj) 

The ambiguity in the definition of the secondary product on HX1(M) corre
sponds to the kernel R of the homomorphism from R to HXl(M). 
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C H A P T E R 3 

Computation of coarse cohomology 

3 . 1 . R e v i e w of C e c h t h e o r y 

In this section we will review some of the results that we will need from Cech 
cohomology theory. Proofs may be found in Spanier [64] or Bot t and Tu [15]. 
It seems worthwhile to go over this familiar material because we will be using 
a 'compactly suppor ted ' version of Cech cohomology which does not seem to be 
explicitly treated in the li terature. 

(3 .1 ) Let X be a paracompact, locally compact, Hausdorff space. An open 
cover U of X will be called a good cover if it is locally finite and each U G U 
is relatively compact. (Notice tha t this is not the same as the notion of 'good 
cover' used by Bott and Tu.) The assumptions on A' imply tha t any open cover 
of X has a good refinement. 

(3 .2 ) L E M M A : Letli be a good cover of X. Then for any U €14, there are only 
finitely many U' GW for which U f! U' ̂  0. 

P R O O F : If U G U, the closure U is compact. For each x G U there is 
a neighbourhood Wx of x tha t meets only finitely many elements of U. By 
compactness, finitely many of the Wx cover U. • 

(3 .3 ) Now let T be a presheaf of abelian groups on Ar, and let U be a good 
cover of X. Define the q'th compactly supported Cech cochain group, C%(U;T), to 
be the group of finitely-nonzero functions u> on Uq+l which assign to an ordered 
( g + l ) - t u p l e ( ( / o , - . . ,Uq) eW+l an element LO(U0, . . . ,Uq) G r(J70 n • • • n Uq). 
Define 6: Cq

c{U\T) - • Cq
c + l(U\Y) (the coboundary operator) by 

To check tha t Su is indeed finitely-nonzero, let S C U be the union of the (q+ 1) 
canonical projections to U of Supp(u>) C Uq+l. Then 5 is a finite set. Let 
T = { [ / ' G U : 3U G 5, U D U' ^ 0}; by lemma 3.2, T is a finite set. Now 
if the coboundary (SLJ)(UO, . . . ,£^+1) 9̂  0, then there must be an i for which 

21 
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o/([/o, • • • > Ui,... , Effl+i)|i/0n-.-ni/,+1 # 0; so all the Uj, j ^ i belong to S, and [/,-
belongs to T. Hence Supp(<$u>) C T«+2 is finite. 

If we leave out the condition of finite support, we obtain instead the ordinary 
Cech cochain groups, denoted Cq(U)Y). 

It is easy to check that 62 = 0, so that C*(U;Y) is a cochain complex. Its 
cohomology will be denoted by H*(U; Y). 

(3.4) Suppose that V and U are good covers with V a refinement of U, and let 
A: V —• 1/ be a refining map (that is, V C A(V) for all V G V). Then A induces 
a cochain map A* : C*(U;Y) —• C*(V;T) by the obvious formula 

(A'«)(Vo,... ,Vi)=w(A(Vb), . . . ,A(Vi)V0n...nv,. 

To check that A*a; is finitely-nonzero, we must show that for any U G U there 
are only finitely many V G V such that X(V) = U. Indeed, since V is locally 
finite and U is compact, an argument like that of 3.2 shows that there are only 
finitely many V G V such that VDU / 0. A fortiori, then, there are only finitely 
many V such that \{V) = U. 

(3.5) Suppose that A,/i: V —* U are two refining maps. Then their in
duced cochain maps A* and /i* are cochain nomotopic: a cochain homotopy 
D: Ci(U;T) -+ Q - ^ V j r ) between them is defined by 

(Du,)(V0,...,Vq) 

i=o 

By a similar argument to that of the previous paragraph, it is easy to check that 
Du) is finitely-nonzero. 

(3.6) We may now define the Cech cohomology with compact supports, 
Ht(X\Y)y to be the direct limit 

\\m{irc{U-Y)) 

as U ranges over all the good covers of X. Of course it is enough to take the 
limit only over a cofinal system of good covers, and in fact one can see that it 
suffices to take the limit over a locally cofinal system, in other words one that is 
cofinal when restricted to any compact set. 

For a good cover U there is an obvious map t: H*(U\ Y) —• H*(U\Y) given by 
forgetting the finite support condition. Since any open cover of X has a good 
refinement, the good covers are cofinal among all covers of X\ so the ordinary 
Cech cohomology H*(X] Y) of X may be computed as lim(i/*(W; Y)) as U ranges 
only over the good covers of X. The maps i defined above thus fit together to 
give a map (also denoted C) from H*(X\ Y) to II*(X; Y). 
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(3.7) It is well-known [64, Corollary 6.8.8] that for any paracompact Haus
dorff space the Cech cohomology with coefficients in a constant presheaf is iso
morphic to the Alexander cohomology (with the same coefficients). Standard 
techniques may be used to prove the analogous result for compactly supported 
cohomology, in other words: 

(3.8) PROPOSITION: Let X be a paracompact, locally compact, Hausdorff space. 
Then the Cech cohomology with compact supports H*(X;Tl) is isomorphic to the 
Alexander cohomology with compact supports H*(X;TL). 

(3.9) We will need a compactly supported version of a standard result on fine 
presheaves. Recall [64, Section 6.8] that a presheaf T on X is fine if, given any 
locally finite open cover U of X, there is a family {eu}u^ of endomorphisms of 
T (called a partition of unity for T), such that 

(i) If V is an open subset of M and 7 G r(V) , then ^u{l)\y\JJ — 0; 
(ii) If the open set V meets only finitely many of the sets U for U G £/, then 

for 7 G T(V), 

Let U be a good cover of a locally compact paracompact Hausdorff space X. 
A shrinking of U is a cover V of X which is a refinement of U with bijective 
refinement map A: V —• U such that V C \(V) for all V G V. We will say 
that a third good cover W of X is adapted to the shrinking A: V —* U if W 
is a refinement of U and for each W G W and V G V, either W C \{V) or 
Wfl V = 0. An example which will be important later is the following: if X is a 
metric space, and the shrinking has the property that there is some r > 0 such 
that Pen(V;r) C X(V)y then any cover W by sets of diameter less than r which 
is also a refinement of U is adapted to the shrinking. 

(3.10) PROPOSITION: Let V be a fine presheaf of abelian groups on the locally 
compact paracompact Hausdorff space X. Let 14 be a good cover of X, A: V —* 
U a shrinking of U, and W a good cover of X adapted to the shrinking; let 
fi: W —• U be a refinement map. Then for any q > 0, the image of the map 
//* : H!(U\ T) -+ H2(W; T) is zero. 

PROOF: (cf. [64, Theorem 6.8.4]) Let <p be a r/-cocycle for U with coefficients 
in T; thus <p is given by a finitely-nonzero family of elements 

#o,.-,(/?)Gr((/0n-.n(/?). 

Let {ev}vev be fineness endomorphisms of T corresponding to the covering V. 
If W G W is such that W D V / 0 foi- V G V, then W C X(V). This means 

that it makes sense to define a (q — l)-cochain r for the cover W by 

r (W 0 , . . . , W , - i ) = S e w ( A ( V ) , / i ( j y 0 ) , . . . , / i(W,_1)) |Hw..niv,_1 . 
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Clearly r is finitely supported, so it belongs to C | " 1 ( W ; T). Moreover, ST = a;. 
This is a s tandard calculation (compare [15, page 94]): 

6r(W0,...,Wq) = 

J2 £ ( - I ) W A ( V O , A « ) , . . . ,/iWr;... ^{wq)y 
jzzovev 

But since <p is a co cycle 

g - l ^ W H / i W , . . . , ^ ) : . . . . ^ ^ ) ) = y>(/i(Wb),...,A«(W,)) 

= /iV(W0,...,Wf) 

Therefore 

«r(Wb, • • • , W,) = £ < * / ! > ( Wo, • • • , W,) , 

and since ey is a part i t ion of unity, this gives the result. • 

( 3 .11 ) We will also need a version of the 'homotopy lemma' for compactly 
supported cohomology. Suppose that X and Y are locally compact paracompact 
Hausdorff spaces, and let / : X —• Y be a proper map. Then / pulls back a good 
cover U of Y to a good cover f*U of X , and so it induces a map / * : H*(U; R ) —• 
# * ( V ; R ) for any good cover V of X refining f*U. 

(3 .12 ) LEMMA: Let X and Y be locally compact paracompact Hausdorff spaces, 
and let fa: X —+Y be a proper homotopy of maps X —+ Y. Suppose that U is a 
good cover of Y and that V is a good cover of X which is a refinement of f*U 
for all t e [0,1]. Then 

/ o = / i : ^ ( W ; n . ) « - i / ; ( V ; R ) . 

P R O O F : One may use the argument of [64, Lemma 6.5.5]. • 

3 .2 . T h e m a i n t h e o r e m 

Let M be a space (in the category UBB, as usual). We will prove a theorem 
relating the coarse cohomology of M to the Cech cohomology of certain open 
covers of M . A novel feature is that whereas in ordinary Cech cohomology one 
considers finer and finer covers and passes to a direct limit, here we will consider 
coarser and coarser covers and pass to an inverse limit. 

Notice tha t M is certainly locally compact, paracompact, and Hausdorff, so 
the theory of the previous section applies. 

( 3 .13 ) DEFINITION: Let U\,Ui, • • • be a sequence of good covers of a space M. 
We will say that they form an anti-Cech system if there is a sequence of real 
numbers Rn —* oo such that for all n, 

(i) Each set U EUn has diameter less than or equal to Rn. 
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(ii) The covering Un+\ has a Lebesgue number greater than or equal to Rn. 

(Recall that a Lebesgue number for a covering of a metric space is a number 
r > 0 such that any set of diameter less than r is included in some member 
of the covering.) These conditions imply that for each n, Un is a refinement of 
Un+\. Let \n:Un —• Wn+i be refining maps; then by 3.5 the inverse system 
(#*(Wn;R),A*) of R-vector spaces depends only on the anti-Cech system (Un). 
Our main result is 

(3.14) THEOREM: Let M be a space, and let (Un) be an anti-Cech system of 
good covers for M. Then for each q > 0 there is a short exact sequence 

0 —• limlHq'l(Un]K) —• HXq{M) —> \imHq
c(Un; R) —• 0. 

(Here lim1 denotes the first derived functor of the inverse limit functor; see 
Milnor [48].) 

The proof of this result will occupy the whole of this section. It is clear that 
any two anti-Cech systems are cofinal, so it is enough if we can do the calculation 
for one particular anti-Cech system. 

(3.15) LEMMA: Let M be a space. There is a subset Y C M with the following 
properties: 

(i) The distance between distinct points ofY is at least ^. 
(ii) The open balls B(y\ 1) (for y G Y) cover M. 

Moreover, for such a subset Y, the coverings 

ltn = {B(y;T): y£Y} 

are good and form an anti-Cech system. 

PROOF: The class of all subsets of M having the property that distinct points 
are separated by at least ^ is partially ordered by inclusion, and every chain in 
this partially ordered set has an upper bound; let Y be a maximal element, which 
exists by Zorn's lemma. It is then clear that Y has the required properties. 

Now consider the covering £/n. Since M is a proper metric space, the sets of 
the covering are relatively compact. To show that Un is locally finite, let x G M 
and let W = B(x; 1). The set {y G Y : B(y\ 3n) fl W ^ 0} is a discrete subset of 
the relatively compact set B(x\Zn -f 1). Hence it is finite. 

Set Rn = 2-3n. It is obvious that each set of Un has diameter less than or equal 
to Rn. Now suppose that S is any set of diameter less than or equal to Rn\ then 
S is contained in a closed ball of centre x (say) and radius Rn. By construction, 
there is y G Y with d(x,y) < 1. Thus S C B{y;Rn + 1) C B(y;Rn+i) G W„+i. 
Hence Rn is a Lebesgue number for W„+i. D 

To prove Theorem 3.14, we will work with the anti-Cech system given by 
lemma 3.15. By cofinality, this is sufficient to prove the theorem for all anti-
Cech systems. 
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In the proof we will make use several times of the following result of Milnor 
[48]. 

(3.16) LEMMA: Let 

1 A U 2 * '• ' 

be an inverse sequence of cochain complexes, with inverse limit C*. Suppose that 
each of the maps tz* is surjective. Then for each q > 0 there is a short exact 
sequence 

0 — l i m 1 ^ - 1 ^ * ) — Hq{C*) — lim#«(C*) — 0. 

PROOF: We briefly recall the proof. Let D* denote the complex OnLi^ni 
then there is a short exact sequence of complexes 

0 —- C* — D* - ^ £>* —* 0, 

where the map 6 is defined by 

0 ( ^ 1 , ^ 2 , . . . ) = (Wi ~ u\u)2, ^2 - ^ 2 ^ 3 , . - • ) ; 

9 is surjective because each u* is surjective. Consider now the induced long exact 
sequence of cohomology groups 

. . . -+ Hq-X(D) £ Hq-\D) — #*(C) - #*(£>) £ #«(£>) — . . . 

We have Hq(D) = JX°=i #*(C*), and by definition 

Ker(0*) = lim#*(C*) 

Coker(0*) = l i m ^ ^ C * ) 

The long exact sequence therefore decomposes to give the required short exact 
sequences. • 

(3.17) Let (Un) be a standard anti-Cech system of the sort provided by lemma 
3.15 for some discrete set Y, with Xn: Un -+ Un+\ the standard refining map, 
namely An(J3(y;3n)) = £?(y;3n+1). Let C*(M) denote the complex obtained as 
the inverse limit of the sequence of Cech complexes 

Cc*(Z/i;R) S- C*C{U-2\TL) ^- . . . 

In view of lemma 3.16, Theorem 3.14 will follow from 

(3.18) PROPOSITION: The cohomology of the complex C*(M) is isomorphic to 
the coarse cohomology HX*(M). 
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(3.19) We will prove this proposition as a consequence of a more general 
theorem relating the inverse limit Cech cohomology to presheaf cohomology. 
In this argument we will use a double complex, analogous to that appearing 
in Weil's proof of the de Rham theorem. First we need to define some more 
presheaf-theoretic notions. We have already defined a fine presheaf (3.9); we 
now define a flabby presheaf to be one for which all the restriction maps are 
surjective. (Although this definition is formally the same as the usual one in 
sheaf theory, note that we are going to apply it to presheaves which definitely 
are not sheaves. A flabby presheaf need not have trivial cohomology.) Finally, 
we will say that a presheaf T on a space M is an w-sheafii T(M) = H°(W; T) for 
the cover W of M by all bounded open sets. Any sheaf is of course an u;-sheaf, 
but the converse need not be true. 

(3.20) DEFINITION: Let M be a space and let T be a presheaf of Abeiian groups 
on M. Define Tex(M) to be the subspace ofT(M) consisting of sections y with 
the following property: for any R > 0 the set 

{x e M I 7|J3(ar;*) ^ 0 } 

is relatively compact. 

(3.21) LEMMA: Let M be a space and (Un) an anti-Cech system on M. Let T 
be an uj-sheaf on M. Then 

Tex(M) = \imH0
c(Un<r). 

PROOF: An element of lim H^(Un\T) is given by a compatible family of ele
ments ju £ r(C/) for all U € U£/n. Because T is an u;-sheaf, such a family arises 
by restriction from a unique 7 £ T(M). Now if R > 0 there is some cover Un 

with Lebesgue number > 2R; 7 restricts nontrivially to only finitely many sets 
of the cover W„, and since each ball B{x\R) is included in some set of Uni this 
shows that 7 G Tex(M). Conversely, it is easy to check that if 7 £ Tex(M) then 
7 restricts nontrivially to only finitely many sets of each of the covers Un. • 

(3.22) DEFINITION: Let M be a space, and let 

0 _ > r - r° -t r1 ^ ... 
be a cochain complex of presheaves of abeiian groups over M. We will say that 
the complex gives a uniform resolution of the presheafT if for every R > 0 there 
is S > 0 such that for every open set U of diameter less than R and every open 
set W containing Pen(U]S) the image of the restriction map Hq(T*(W)) —* 
H*(T*(U)) is T(U) forq = 0 and zero for q>0. 

(3.23) THEOREM: Let M be a space. Suppose that 
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is a uniform resolution of the constant presheaf R by fine flabby UJ-sheaves of 
real vector spaces. Then the cohomology of the complex Y*ex(M) is isomorphic to 
the cohomology of the inverse limit Cech complex C*(M). 

REMARKS: 
(i) It will be clear from the proof that the isomorphism is natural, in the 

sense that if T and P are two such resolutions and a: T —• P is a mor-
phism between them, then a induces an isomorphism from H*(Tex(M)) 
to H*(T*ex{M)). 

(ii) Let us show that this result implies proposition 3.18. Let Tq be the 
presheaf defined by 

Tq(U) = bounded Borel functions Uq+1 -> R, 

and let d be the Alexander coboundary map considered as a morphism 
of presheaves. Then Tq is fine and flabby, and since T*(U) is just the 
acyclic complex of U (2.10), the P form a uniform resolution of R — 
in fact one may take S = 0 in the definition of a uniform resolution. 
Moreover, T is an w-sheaf, since any (q + l)-tuple of points of M is 
contained in a bounded open set. But by definition, Vq

ex(M) is exactly 
the space CXq(M) of coarse cochains, and so proposition 3.18 follows 
from theorem 3.23. 

(iii) As a consequence of the previous remark, we may conclude that for any 
fine flabby uniform resolution by u>-sheaves P of R , the cohomology of 
the complex T*X(M) is isomorphic to the coarse cohomology of M. 

PROOF: Form a double complex 

Ap'q = WmCP(Un'yTq). 

Notice that since the sheaves Tq are flabby, all the maps of the inverse limit 
sequence are surjective. This will allow us to apply lemma 3.16. By standard 
spectral sequence arguments, it will be enough to prove that the qyth row A*,q 

is an acyclic resolution of Tq
ex(M) and that the p'th column Ap>* is an acyclic 

resolution of CP(M). 
We will do the columns first. Consider the inverse sequence of column co

homology groups Hq(CP{Un\Y*)). There is a Milnor short exact sequence 

0 — \imlHq-\CP(Un\ P ) ) - Hq(Ap'*) - YimHq(Cp(Un; P ) ) — 0. 

Each column cohomology group Hq(Cp(Un;T*)) is just a direct sum 

0 //%r([/0n-..ru/p)). 
u0i...,upeun 

U0n-nup^ 
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Because the presheaves T* form a uniform resolution of R, for each no there is 
an rii such that the image of the restriction map 

H*{CZ{UniX)) - ff'(C?(W„.;r*)) 

is C£(£/no;R) for q = 0 and zero for q > 0. Therefore, 

- ^ cV " \ 0 ( g > 0 ) 

Moreover, the inverse sequence Hq{CP{Un\Y*)) satisfies the Mittag-Leffler con
dition [2, §3], so that 

\im1H"(Cp
c(Un;r)) = 0. 

From the Milnor short exact sequence, we therefore conclude that 

H*(Ap-*) = [ iP,^ = i WW) (f/ = °) 
0 (q > 0) 

as required. 
The proof for the rows is similar. This time we consider the Milnor exact 

sequence 

0 — l i m 1 ^ ? - 1 ^ ; H ) — Hp(A*>q) — lim #£(£/»;T*) - • 0 

By the construction of the anti-Cech sequence, each Un is a shrinking of Wn+i, 
and moreover Un is itself adapted to this shrinking (3.9). Since the sheaves Tq 

are fine, proposition 3.10 shows that the image of the restriction map 

is zero for p > 0. Arguing as in the case of the columns, we find that 

f limHHl4n-,ri) (p = 0) 
\ 0 (p > 0) 

But since the Tq are o;-sheaves, 

limJTc
0(Wn;H) = n j P (M) 

by lemma 3.21, and this completes the proof. • 

(3.24) Remark : For any good cover U there is a natural map from H*(U; R) 
to # * ( M ; R ) , which by proposition 3.8 is isomorphic to the compactly support
ed Alexander-Spanier cohomology i/*(A/;R). So by naturality there is a map 
lim#£(W„;R) -+ H*(M\R). On composing this with the map HX*(M) -+ 
limH*(Un)R) of theorem 3.14, we get a map FIX*(M) -+ H*(M). This com
posite is in fact the character map c of 2.11. The proof of this fact will not be 
given in detail; it proceeds by a step-by-step comparison of the argument of this 
section with the proof of the usual isomorphism between Alexander-Spanier and 
Cech cohomology. 
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3.3. Alternative definitions of coarse theory 

We can use the results of the previous section to show that the modifications 
of the definition of coarse cohomology suggested in the remarks after definition 
2.7 do not in fact change the cohomology. 

(3.25) PROPOSITION: Let M be a space. Then the cohomology of the subcom-
plex of CX*(M) consisting of continuous cocliains is isomorphic to the coarse 
cohomology under the natural map induced by inclusion. If M is a smooth man
ifold, the same is true of the cohomology of the subcomplex of smooth cochains. 

PROOF: We apply theorem 3.23 and remark 3.23(i) to the presheaves T 
defined by 

T ([/) = continuous (or smooth) functions Uq+1 —• R. 

• 
(3.26) PROPOSITION: Let M be a space. Then the cohomology of the sub-
complex CXa(M) of CX*(M) consisting of totally antisymmetric cochains is 
equal to the coarse cohomology. The inclusion CX^(M) —• CX*(M) induces 
an isomorphism on cohomology. The opemtion of complete antisymmetrization 
A: CX*(M) -» CXZ(M), defined by 

(A<p)(z0,... ,a?f).= J2 ( - l ) M * * ( o ) , . . . >*o(q))> 
<7€Symm{0,. . . ,</} 

is a cochain map and induces the inverse isomorphism on cohomology. 

PROOF: TO prove that the inclusion induces an isomorphism on cohomology, 
we apply theorem 3.23 and remark 3.23(i) to the presheaves T defined by 

r ([/) = bounded antisymmetric Borel functions Uq*1 —• R. 

Since A is certainly a left inverse to the inclusion map (even on the cochain 
level), we need only prove that it is a cochain map, in other words that Ad = dA. 
Let Aq denote A operating on (/-cochains. We will use the following fact: if <p 
is a </-cochain, and <fj (0 < j < q -f 1) denotes the (q -f l)-cochain given by 
<Pj(x0i... ,*0+ i) = <p(x0,... , £ } , . . . ,zv+i), then 

ViW = i-ZT^d(A^) (3.27) 
</ + 2 

To check this, notice that 

Aq+1(pj(x0i... ,xq+1) = 
1 

fa+ 2)! 
<76Symm{0,... ,q+l) 

Yl (- ir^^o),- . - ,2a( i ) , . . . ,^^+1)) 
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If we group the terms in this sum according to the value of <r(j), we find tha t 
the terms with a(j) = k sum to 

V] ( - 1 ) V ( * T ( 0 ) > • . . , * T ( * ) , . . . , *r(g+l)) 

T€Symm{0,...,fc,... ,q+l] 

Now (3.27) follows on summation over k. But, granted (3.27), we have 

<? + ! 

j = 0 

= d ( ^ ) 
This completes the proof. D 

3.4 . W h e n is c a n i s o m o r p h i s m ? 

The simplest spaces from the point of view of coarse cohomology are those for 
which the character map c: HX*(A4) —• H*(M) is an isomorphism. We have 
already remarked (without proof) tha t Euclidean space has this property. In 
this section we will give several overlapping criteria for c to be an isomorphism. 

(3 .28 ) Recall the concept of a Leray covering for a space M ; this is a covering 
U of M such tha t every finite intersection U\ fl • • • fl Up of elements of li is 
contractible. (Bott and Tu [15] call such a covering a 'good covering', but we 
have already appropriated this name for a different purpose.) It is well-known 
tha t if U is a Leray covering, the natural map //*(£/; R ) —* H*(M;H) is an 
isomorphism; if U is also a good covering, the analogous natural map for the 
compactly supported groups is also an isomorphism. 

(3 .29 ) LEMMA: If a space M has an anti-Cech system consisting of Leray cov
erings, then the character map c: HX*(M) —*> H*(M) is an isomorphism. 

P R O O F : Suppose tha t (Un) ls such an anti-Cech system. Then the inverse 
system (H*(Un;H)) of cohomology groups is degenerate; the groups are all 
#C*(M; R ) and the maps are all the identity. By Theorem 3.14, then, HX*(M) £ 
H*(M)] and remark 3.24 shows that this isomorphism is implemented by the 
character map . • 

(3 .30 ) Let M be a space. We will say that M is rescaleable (or is a standard 
cone) if there is a one-parameter group pt of automorphisms of M such tha t 
d(pt(x),pt(y)) = etd(x,y) for all x,y G M and t £ R . 
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(3.31) PROPOSITION: If M is a rescaleable space, then the character map 
c: HX*(M) —• H*(M) is an isomorphism. 

PROOF: Let U be a good cover of M having a Lebesgue number L > 0 and 
consisting of sets of diameter < R] for instance, U could be constructed according 
to the procedure of lemma 3.15. If to is chosen such that eto > R/L, then the 
covers Un = (p-.nt0)*U form an anti-Cech system. All the covers in this anti-
Cech system have the same cohomology H = //*(ZY;R), and all the maps are 
the same map p* = p*Lt . Thus if we consider the two-way infinite system of 
vector spaces and linear maps 

we know that the direct limit of this system is the usual cohomology i/*(M ;R) 
(because the covers (pnt)*U are locally cofinal among all good covers of M) and 
that the inverse limit of the system is related to HX*(M) by the exact sequence 
of theorem 3.14. 

Now the map p-to
 ls properly nomotopic to the identity through the maps p-t 

for 0 < t < to. Moreover, the cover (pt0)*U is a refinement of (/?_*)*£/ for each t 
in this range. Therefore, by the homotopy lemma (3.12), the identity map and 
the map p_ i o from M to itself induce the same homomorphism from H*(U;H) 
to ff*((/?t0)*£/;R). In terms of the system (//,/?*) above, this says that p* is an 
idempotent, (p*)2 = p*. It is then easy to see that lim(H,p*) and lim(#, p*) 

can both be identified with Im(/o*); and moreover that liml(H,p*) — 0 because 
of the Mittag-Leffler condition [2, §3]. The result follows. • 

(3.32) Weinberger [70, §19] has introduced the concept of 'uniform con-
tractibility': a space M is uniformly contraciible if for any R > 0 there is S > 0 
such that any subset X of M of diameter less than R can be contracted (to 
a point) inside Pen(X]S). It is clear that any space admitting an anti-Cech 
sequence of good Leray coverings is uniformly contractible, but there are other 
examples also. 

(3.33) PROPOSITION: If M is uniformly contractible, then the character map 
c: HX*(M) —» H*(M) is an isomorphism. 

PROOF: We apply theorem 3.23 and remark 3.23(i) to the Alexander sheaves 
of M. Thus let Tq be the sheafification of the presheaf rq used in remark 3.23(ii). 
In other words (see [64, 6.7.8]), 

p Bounded Borel functions Uq+l —• R 
Locally zero functions 

where we recall that (p is locally zero if it vanishes on a neighbourhood of A. 
There is an obvious morphism of complexes of presheaves 7r: T* —• T*. Moreover, 
the Tq are fine and flabby, and they are u;-sheaves since they are sheaves. But 
if U is a bounded open set, then Hq(T*(U)) is just the ordinary Alexander 
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cohomology of U. Thus the condition of uniform contractibility implies that 
the T? form a uniform resolution of R. Thus by remark 3.23(i), the induced 
map 7T*: HX^(M) - • H*(f*ex(M)) is an isomorphism. But f*ex(M) is just the 
compactly supported Alexander-Spanier complex of M, and 7r* is the character 
map c. The result follows. • 
REMARK: One can introduce the concept of a uniformly n-connected space 
as a natural generalization of uniform contractibility, and one can show that 
the character map for a uniformly n-connected space is an isomorphism up to 
dimension n, and injective in dimension n + 1. 

3.5. Bornotopy 

(3.34) PROPOSITION: Let M be a space and K a compact space. Then the 
natural projection TT: M X K —> M induces an isomorphism on HX*. Conse
quently, the inclusion M —• M x K corresponding to a given point of K induces 
the inverse isomorphism on HX*. 

PROOF: Let (Un) be an anti-Cech system for M, and let (Vn) be the anti-Cech 
system for M x K defined by Vn = {TT~1U : U £ Un}. From theorem 3.14, n 
induces a commutative diagram of short exact sequences 

0— l i m ^ l - ^ W n j R ) — HX*(M) — limff|(Wn;R) — 0 

" . i i i 
0-> l W i / r ^ V n j R ) -> HX*(MxK) -> limff|(V„;R) - • 0 

But the incidence data for the coverings Un and Vn are exactly the same. Con
sequently, the left- and right-hand vertical maps are isomorphisms. By the five 
lemma, the central vertical map is also an isomorphism. • 

(3.35) COROLLARY: Bornotopic morphisms induce the same homomorphism 
on coarse cohomology. Bornotopy-equivalent spaces have isomorphic coarse co
homology. 

PROOF: The second statement follows from the first. Now let f,g: M —• iV be 
bornotopic morphisms (2.5). Then there is a morphism h: M x {0,1} —> N with 
/ =z h o i0, g = h o i1} where z'o, i\: M —* M x {0,1} are the obvious inclusions. 
By proposition 3.34, io and i\ induce the same map on coarse cohomology. The 
result follows. • 

This makes the non-topological nature of coarse cohomology rather clear. Any 
space is bornotopy-equivalent to a discrete space (if Y C M is as in lemma 3.15, 
then y is bornotopy-equivalent to M by proposition 2.6). 

(3.36) PROPOSITION: Let M and N be spaces and suppose that the Hausdorff 
distance dH(M,N) is finite. Then HXm(M) ^ HX*(N). 

PROOF: The Hausdorff distance is defined by Gromov [32, 3.4]. To say that 
dii(M) N) < oo is to say that there is a metric space Z containing M and iV 
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as (metric) subspaces such that M C Pen(N;R) and N C Pen(M;R) for some 
R > 0. If this is so, let / : M —• N be a Borel map such that d(x,f(x)) < 2R for 
all x G M, and similarly let g: N —* M be a Borel map such that c/(y, 0(2/)) < 2R 
for all t/ G N. Then / and (/ are mutually inverse bornotopy-equi valences, so the 
result follows. • 

(3.37) PROPOSITION: Let K be a compact Riemannian manifold with funda
mental group T, and let M be its universal cover. Then HX*(M) =. HX*(T), 
where T is considered as a metric space with the word metric associated to any 
finite system of generators. 

PROOF: Choose x G M, and let Y C M be given by Y = {72 : 7 G T}. 
Since there is a compact fundamental domain for T containing x, proposition 
2.6 shows that the inclusion Y —• M is a bornotopy-equi valence. On the other 
hand, by [32, Theorem 3.22], the natural map V —• Y is a quasi-isometry, and 
hence a borneomorphism. The result follows. • 

(3.38) The following application was suggested by Jonathan Block. Let M 
be a space, and let M\ be M with the metric rescaled by A. In general the 
family of metric spaces M\ need not converge relative to the Hausdorff distance 
as A —• 0, but it does do so in several interesting examples (see [32, 3.16-3.18]). 

(3.39) PROPOSITION: Let M be a space, and suppose that the rescaled spaces 
M\ converge as A —• 0 to a locally compact space MQ. Then the coarse cohomo-
logy HX*(M) is isomorphic to H*(M0). 

PROOF: Clearly MQ is rescaleable, and any locally compact rescaleable space 
is proper. Thus by 3.31, HX*{M0) S H*(MQ). On the other hand, M0 is at 
finite Hausdorff distance from M\ for some A > 0, so HX*(M0) = HX*{M\). 
Finally, HX*(M\) = HX*(M) since M\ and M are borneomorphic. • 

3.6. Examples 

(3.40) The Euclidean space R n is rescaleable, uniformly contractible, and 
has an anti-Cech sequence of good Leray coverings. Thus by 3.31, 3.33, or 3.29, 
the character map for R n is an isomorphism. 

(3.41) More generally, let M be a complete locally compact path metric 
space. Following Gromov [32, 8.18], we will say that M is globally of non-
positive curvature if for any two geodesies ji, 79 parameterized by arc length in 
M, the function 

( * i , S 2 ) » - * d ( 7 i ( s i ) , 7 2 ( s 2 ) ) , 

defined on an open subset of R2, is convex. 
It is a classical fact that a complete simply-connected Riemannian manifold 

of non-positive curvature has this property; see [32, 8.17] for a proof. 
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(3.42) THEOREM: Let M be a complete locally compact path metric space that 
is globally of non-positive curvature. Then the character map c: HX*(M) —• 
H*(M) is an isomorphism. 

P R O O F : Construct an anti-Cech system (Un) for M according to the procedure 
of lemma 3.15. I claim that all the covers of this system are Leray covers. Notice 
first that any two points of M can be joined by a minimal geodesic [32, Theorem 
1.10]; the convexity hypothesis easily implies that this is the unique geodesic 
joining these two points. It is clear now that balls in M are geodesically convex, 
in the sense that if #i,£2 a r e ^w o points lying in a ball B, then the unique 
geodesic joining xi and #2 also lies in B. The same is therefore true of any 
intersection of balls. But a geodesically convex subset C of M is contractible: 
the convexity hypothesis implies that the unique geodesic joining two points of 
M depends continuously on its end points, and so if XQ is a fixed point of C, and 
we define h: [0,1] x C -+ C by 

[the unique point on the geodesic from XQ to x at] 
[distance td(xyxo) from XQ. J ' 

then h is a contraction of C onto x0. Since the sets U £ Un are all balls, this 
shows that the covers Un are all Leray covers. The result now follows from lemma 
3.29. D 

(3.43) Let X be a compact K(T, 1) path metric space, and let M be its 
universal cover. Fixing a point x £ M, it follows from the contractibility of 
M that for any R > 0 there is S > 0 such that B(x;R) is contractible inside 
B(x\R+ S). But there is k > 0 such that every point of M lies within distance 
k of some translate of x. This shows that M is uniformly contractible. Thus by 
3.33, the character map c: HX*(M) —* H*(M) is an isomorphism. 

Suppose in particular that X is a Riemannian manifold of dimension n. Then 
HXq(M) is equal to R if q = n and 0 otherwise. Using 3.37, we obtain: 

(3.44) PROPOSITION: IfT is the fundamental group of a compact acyclic n-
manifold, and T is equipped with a word metric, then 

R {q- n) 

h(t,x) = 

[ 0 (q £ n) 

In particular, a surface group has the same coarse cohomology as R . Surface 
groups have only one relation, but that one relation makes a big difference, as 
the following proposition shows. 

(3.45) PROPOSITION: Let T be a finitely-generated free group, equipped with a 
word metric. Then HXq(T) — 0 forq ^ 1, while HXl(T) is infinite-dimensional. 

PROOF: Let T be the tree on which T acts [G3]; that is, T is a graph whose 
vertices are the elements of T, with vertices x and y linked by an edge if and only 
if xy"1 is a generator or the inverse of a generator. We make T into a locally 
compact path metric space by requiring that each edge have length 1. By 2.6, 
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the obvious map r —+ T is a bornotopy-equivalence. On the other hand, if Un 

denotes the cover {J5(x;3n)} of T, then it is a Leray cover, and the (lfn) form 
an anti-Cech sequence. Therefore, by lemma 3.29, we find that the character 
map HX*(T) -+ H*(T) is an isomorphism. Now H%(T) is zero for q ^ 1, 
infinite-dimensional for q = 1; so this gives the desired result. D 

It seems interesting to relate the coarse cohomology of groups to other prop
erties. 

(3.46) We will now compute the coarse cohomology of cones. Let X be a 
topological space. Recall that the cone CX on X is defined to be the quotient 
space X x [0,oo)/ ~ , where the equivalence relation ~ is given by 

(x,t) ~ (x',if) <$ either x = x' and t = t', or t = t' = 0. 
Assume now that X is in fact a path metric space N, where we will also allow 

+oo as a possible value for the distance between two points. Let <$: [0,oo) —• 
[0,oo) be a continuous weight function with $(J) = 0 <& t = 0. If 7 is a path in 
CN, we may define its ^-length, £&(y), to be 

s u p { 5Z( '*i — ^i+ii + max{^(/J),<^(^ i_hl)}c/(^ i,^ i+1)) I , 

where the supremum is taken over all finite sequences (XJ ,^j)?=o of points on the 
path 7 (with (xoyto) and (xn,tn) being the two endpoints). We may then make 
CN into a path metric space by defining the ^-distance d& between two points 
to be the infimum of the ^-lengths of all possible paths joining them. 

(3.47) PROPOSITION: d$ is a metric on CN', compatible with its topology. If 
N is compact, then CN (equipped with the metric d$>) is a proper metric space. 

PROOF: It is easy to check that d$ is a metric and that it defines the topology 
of CN. Moreover, d$((x,/) ,(z ' , / ' ) ) > |* - t'\\ thus a c/^-bounded subset of CN 
is contained in N x B for some bounded subset B of [0,oo). Hence, if N is 
compact, then CN is a proper metric space. D 

We will use the notation C&N for CN equipped with the metric d$. Notice 
that if JV is a compact Riemannian manifold with metric tensor <7,j, and if $ is 
a smooth function, then d$ is uniformly equivalent to the Riemannian 'warped 
product' metric dt2 + $(t)2gij dxldxK Although C$N is topologically a cone, 
there is no restriction on the growth rate of <$; an exponentially growing manifold 
like hyperbolic space is also a 'cone' in our terminology. We will now compute 
the coarse cohomology of C$N for various weight functions <£. 

(3.48) PROPOSITION: Let N be a compact connected path metric space, and 
suppose that the weight function $ is bounded. Then HXq(C<&N) = 0 for all q. 

PROOF: Let n £ N. Since N is compact and connected it has finite diameter, 
so by Proposition (2.6) the inclusion map [0,oo) —•*• C&N defined by t v-• (n,t) 
is a bornotopy-equivalence. Hence by (3.35), HX*(C*N) * HX*([0,oo)). But 
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[0,oo) is a rescaleable space and its compactly supported cohomology is zero. 
The result follows from 3.31. D 

If <I> —• 00, on the other hand, then the coarse cohomology of C&N detects 
the cohomology of N. It seems likely that the character map c is always an 
isomorphism when $ —• 00, but I can prove this only under some technical 
hypotheses such as those given below, which say that N is locally contractible and 
$ does not grow sup erexponenti ally fast. Under somewhat weaker conditions, c 
is surjective; see 5.28(i). 

(3.49) PROPOSITION: Let N be a compact path metric space, and suppose that 
the weight function $ is monotonic increasing and tends to infinity. Suppose also 
that either $(r) = Xr for some constant X or the following technical hypotheses 
hold: 

(i) There is a number e > 0 such that any ball in N of radius < e is 
contractible. 

(ii) The function $ is differentiate and there are constants A and B such 
thatd^/dt < A$ + B. 

Then the character map c: HX*(Cq>N) —+ H*(C$N) is an isomorphism. 

PROOF: In the first case, C$N is rescaleable, and the result follows from 3.31. 
In the second case, we will show that C$N is uniformly contractible and use 

3.33. Let L > 0 be given, and choose T > 2L such that $ ( T - 2L) > 2L/e. For 
a point (x,t) G C&N with t > T, define an open set U(x,t) by 

U(x,t) = | ( x ' , 0 : \t - t'\ < 21 , d(x,x') < ^ 2 L ) ] • 

I claim that these open sets then have the following properties. 
(i) U(x,t)DB((x,t);2L). 

(ii) U(z,t) C B((x,t)\ R), where R = 2L{\ + e
2LA+eB). 

(iii) U(x,i) is contractible. 
This is enough to show that C&N is uniformly contractible, since the set of 

points (xyt) with t <T can be contracted to the cone tip. 
To check the first property, notice that if (x\tf) 6 J5((x,/); 2L), then there is 

a finite sequence (a?j,fy)"=0 having (xo.to) = (x,t) and (xn,tn) = (x',t') with 

n - l 

5 Z ( l ' i -<i+i l + max{*(< i ) ,* (^+i )}r f (^ ,^+i ) ) < 2L. 

This implies by a simple argument that for each j , \tj — t\ < 2L, and there
fore (since <£ is monotonic) that $>(t — 2L) Yl'j=o ^{xj^xj-i) < 2L. The triangle 
inequality d{x,x') < YllZo d(xj,Xj+i) then completes the proof of the first prop
erty. 

To check the second property, notice that if/ >T — 2L, then 

*J?f<A»<A + £. 
dt ~ <P ~ 2L 
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Therefore, by integration, 

* ( 0 < e2LA+eB 
*(t - 2L) 

Now let (x*,t') G U(xyt). Obtain an upper bound for d((x,t),(x' ,t')) by consid
ering paths from (x,t) to (x\t') that proceed first with constant t to (x\t) and 
then with constant x1 to (x',t'). The least upper bound of the lengths of such 
paths is $(t)d(x,xf) -f \t — t'\. Since (x\t') G U(x,t), we obtain 

<*((*,*),(*',*')) < ft(/lL
2£)*(0 + 2£ 

< 2I ( l - | - e 2 L y l + £ B ) = ie. 

The third property is immediate from the technical assumption on N, since 
2L/$(t-2L)<e. D 

By standard algebraic topology there is a long exact sequence 

. . . — Hi-^N) -+ Hq
c(CN) — Hq{CN) — Hq(N) — . . . 

But CN is contractible, so Hq(CN) = 0 for q > 0. Therefore Hq+1(CN) S 
Hq(N) for (j > 0. Moreover, this isomorphism maps the cup-product structure 
on H*(N) to the secondary product structure on H*(CN). Thus from (3.49) 
and the remark after (2.33) we get 

(3.50) THEOREM: Let AT,<I> satisfy the conditions of (3A9). Then the coarse 
cohomology group HXq+1(C$N) is isomorphic to Hq(N) for q > 0, and to 
Hq(N)/Tl for q = 0. This isomorphism maps the cup-product structure on 
H*(N) to the secondary product structure on HX*(C&N). 

This theorem shows that not every coarse class is pulled back via a morphism 
from the fundamental class of R^. If N is a suitable compact space (for example 
CP ) containing a 2-dimensional class whose cup-square is non-zero, then the 
corresponding coarse class <p in HX3(C<i>N) has <p * (p ^ 0, and so cannot be 
pulled back from R3 . 

(3.51) Finally, we will give an example for which the lim term in the exact 
sequence of theorem 3.14 is nontrivial. Let M be the space of proposition 2.25, 
for which HX1 is infinite-dimensional and IIX° is zero. Consider the anti-Cech 
sequence Un — {B(x;n) : x G M}. One computes that Hq(Un]IV) is infinite-
dimensional for q — 0 and zero for q > 0. Therefore, the map 

Wm1 H°c(Un;Il) -* IIXl(iVI) 

is an isomorphism. 



CHAPTER 4 

Cyclic cohomology and index theory 

4 .1 . Opera to r algebras 

Let A be an algebra, and let B be an ideal in A. Any operator in A which is 
invertible modulo B has an index which is an element of the algebraic /^-theory 
group KQ(B)] see [54, §4] for a brief discussion of this. In geometric examples, 
one needs to choose A and B in a way that is well related to the geometry. 
In particular, one must satisfy two conflicting conditions on the algebra B: it 
must be sufficiently large that the geometric operators one is interested in are 
invertible modulo it, but it must be sufficiently small that one can control its 
K-theory. A key idea of [54, 57] is to take .4 and B to be suitable algebras of 
operators with 'finite propagation'. 

In this section we will define such algebras in the context of proper metric 
spaces. While from one point of view this generality might seem superfluous, 
since we will only prove index theorems on Riemannian manifolds in this paper, 
it seems that the more general framework may be valuable for future application 
to singular spaces. Moreover, there is a natural functoriality in this general 
context, which was not present for the algebras of [54, 57]. 

(4.1) Let M be a space (in the category UBB, as usual). The algebras A 
and B will be algebras of operators on a Hilbert space Hy which will usually be 
the space of L2 sections of a vector bundle over M. But in fact the relevant 
structure on H is merely the way the continuous functions on M act on it by 
multiplication; so it is convenient to reformulate things as follows. 

(4.2) DEFINITION: Let M be a space. A Hilbert space H will be called an 
M-module if it is equipped with a representation p: CQ(M) —* C(H) of the C*~ 
algebra of continuous functions on M vanishing at infinity. The M-module H 
will be called standard if the representation is faithful and its range contains no 
non-zero compact operator. 

For an example, let /i be a Radon measure on M\ then L2(M,fi) is an M-
module, which is standard if /i is positive on nonempty open sets and has no 
atoms. More generally £2(S, /.i) is standard for any hermitian vector bundle S 
over M. 

39 
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(4.3) DEFINITION: Let H be an M-module, and let v G H. The support 
Supp(v) C M is the smallest closed set K such that if f G Co(M) and /jx = 0, 
then fv = 0. 

(4.4) LEMMA: In the situation above, a point x belongs to Supp(t>) if and only 
if gv ^ 0 for any function g equal to 1 on a neighbourhood of x. 

The elementary proof of this lemma will be left to the reader. 

(4.5) DEFINITION: Let H be an M-module, and let A G C(H). We will say 
that A has bounded propagation if there is a number R > 0 such that for any 
veH, 

Supp(,4t;) USupp(,4*i>) C Pen(Supp(v)\R). 

We will call such an R a propagation bound for A. If A were an operator acting 
on L2 of a manifold M, represented by a Schwarz kernel, this is equivalent to 
saying that the Schwarz kernel of A is supported within an /£-neighbour hood of 
the diagonal in M x M. 

(4.6) Let H be an M-module. Let An (or just A if there is no chance of 
confusion) denote the collection of all operators on H with bounded propagation. 
It is easy to check that A is a unital *-algebra, containing the image of the 
representation p of CQ(M). 

For the definition of the small algebra B we need to recall from [50, Chapter 
1] the concept of a locally traceable operator: 

(4.7) DEFINITION: Let H be an M-module. A positive operator A G C(H) is 
said to be locally traceable if, for all compactly supported continuous functions f 
on M, the operator f Af is of trace class. A general operator is locally traceable 
if it is a finite linear combination of positive locally traceable operators. 

(4.8) PROPOSITION: Let H be an M-module. Then the collection BH (or B) 
of all locally traceable operators with bounded propagation is a *-ideal in AH-

PROOF: It is sufficient to show that if B G B is positive and A G -4, then 
AB G B. We will show first of all that ABA* G B. Let / be a function on M 
of compact support; we may assume that / is real-valued. Then, since A has 
bounded propagation, there is a real-valued function // of compact support such 
that fAg — f A. Hence 

fABA*f = fA(gDg)A*f, 

which is of trace class since gBg is of trace class. Since ABA* is positive, this 
proves that it is locally traceable. 

Now to get from this to the desired conclusion that AB is locally traceable, we 
will follow an argument given by Moore and Schochet in a similar context [50, 
page 24]. It suffices to show that the real and imaginary parts (AB -f BA*)/2 
and (AB — BA*)/2 are locally traceable. Considering the real part, for example, 
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let X be the positive square root of B and let R be the positive operator (X + 
AX)(X+XA*). Then 

AB + BA* =R-B- ABA* 

and since we already know that B and ABA* are locally traceable, it suffices to 
prove that R is. But 

AB + BA* <B + ABA* 

and so R < 2(B + ABA*)\ thus R is a positive operator dominated by a positive 
locally traceable operator. It is easy to deduce from the monotonicity properties 
of the trace that such an operator must itself be locally traceable. • 

(4.9) These definitions are functorial on the category UBC. Specifically, let 
Mi and Mi be spaces and let h: M\ —> A/2 be a continuous morphism. If 
H\ = (H,p) is an Mi-module, then H2 — {H,po h*) is an M2-module. If H\ is 
standard, and h is surjective, then #2 is standard. 

(4.10) LEMMA: In the above situation, let v £ H. Then the supports 

S\ippHi{v) C Mi, Supp //2(t;) C M2 

of v relative to the two module structures satisfy 

h(SuppHi(v)) = Supp / /3(i;). 

PROOF: Suppose that y £ Supp /f2(v). If y g ^(Supp^^v)), then one can find 
a function g £ Co(M2) with g = 1 on a neighbourhood of y and /i*(<7) = 0 on 
Suppjy^v). Then po h*{g)v = 0, contradicting lemma 4.4. 

Conversely let x £ Supp^^v). If g £ Co(M2) has g = 1 on a neighbourhood of 
/i(x), then A*(p) = 1 on a neighbourhood of x. So by lemma 4.4, poh*(g)v ^ 0. 
As this holds for all #, lemma 4.4 shows that li(x) £ Supp^2(t;). • 

(4.11) PROPOSITION: In the above situation, the map h induces inclusions of 
algebras AHX

 <~^ AH? and BHX
 <-^ &H2 • 

PROOF: Let A £ AHX ; we must show that it has bounded propagation relative 
to the representation p oh* of Co(M2). Let. S be a propagation bound for A on 
H\. By definition of uniform homology, there is an R > 0 such that 

d{x,x')<S => d(h{x),h(x'))< R 

Using the preceding lemma, we have 

Supp#a(i4v) C h(SuppHi(Av)) 

C h(Fen(SuppHi{v);S)) 

CPen(Sup P / / 3 ( t ; ) ; t f+ l ) . 
A similar argument applies to A*. Thus A has bounded propagation. 

It follows easily from the properness of // that if an operator B is locally 
traceable on H\ then it is locally traceable on H?- • 
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Later, we will need the following property of the C*-algebra BH obtained by 
taking the closure of BH in the norm topology of C(H): 

(4.12) LEMMA: For any M-module H, the C*-algebra BH contains the compact 
operators on H. 

PROOF: It is easy to see that any M-module has an orthonormal basis of 
compactly supported elements. Fix such a basis. Then any operator represented 
by a finitely nonzero matrix with respect to this basis belongs to BH\ and the 
set of all such finitely nonzero matrices is dense in the compact operators. • 

4.2. T h e Connes character m a p 

Let M be a space and H an M-module. In this section we will construct 
a character map %: HX*(M) —• HC*(BH), where HC* denotes the cyclic co-
homology theory of Alain Connes [19]. We will use the notation CC*(BH) for 
the cyclic complex of the algebra BH\ this complex is denoted C^(BH) in [19]. 

(4.13) LEMMA: Let B £ BH, and let f £ CQ(M) have compact support. Then 
fB and Bf are trace-class operators. 

PROOF: Since B has bounded propagation, there is g £ Co(M) of compact 
support with fB = fgBg and Bf = gBgf. D 

(4.14) Now let K be a compact subset of M, and let BQ, . . . ,Bq £ BH- Let 
/()>• •• yfq £ CQ(M) be supported within K. In view of the lemma above, the 
number 

<r(Bo,...,Bq)(fo,...Jq) = Tr(foB0...fqBq) (4.15) 

is well-defined. It clearly depends multilinearly on / o , . . . , / g , so we will write 
it as <T(BQJ . . . , Bq)(f), where / = f0 ® • • • 0 fq £ C0(M^+ 1) . 

(4.16) LEMMA: In the above situation, for each compact subset K of M there 
is a constant CK such that 

K B 0 , . . . , B , ) ( / ) | < C / f S u p | / | 

for all f = /o 0 • • • ® fq £ Co(Mq+l) having support in K9+l. 
PROOF: Let g be a function with compact support on M and equal to 1 on 

K. Then 
*(B0, •. . ,Bq)(f) = TrifogBogfiBx . ..fqBq), 

and so 
K J B o , . . . , B , ) ( / ) | < C / c s u p | / | 

where CK = ||0#o0||tr I l L i II^ 'IUP- (Here ||||(r denotes the trace norm and ||||op 

denotes the operator norm on H.) • 
Let Cc(M*+l) denote the space of continuous functions of compact support on 

AH+ 1 , equipped with its usual LF topology [66]. The functional <T(JBO, • • • ,Bq) 
is defined on the dense subspace of decomposables in Cc(Mq+l), and the lemma 
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above shows that it is continuous. It therefore extends to a continuous linear 
functional on the whole of CC(M^+1), in other words a Radon measure on Mq+l. 

(4.17) LEMMA: Let Bo,... , Bq £ Bu. Then there is R > 0 such thai the support 
of the Radon measure cr(l?o> • • • ,Bq) ^es within Pen(A\R), where A denotes (as 
in 2.1) the multi-diagonal in M9+l. In fact, one can take R = ^Zi=o R+t wnere 

Ro,... , Rq are propagation bounds for BQ, ... , Bq. 

PROOF: Let R be as above. Suppose that (x0j... , xq) lies outside Pen(A; R)\ 
then for some i, one must have d(xo, X{) > R. Therefore, there is a relatively 
compact product neighbourhood No x • • • x Nq of (XQ, . . . , xq) with d(No,Ni) > 
R. Suppose now that / 0 0 • • • ® fq is supported within JV0 x • • x Nq. The 
operator Bof\Bi .. .-Bf-i has a propagation bound < R, and the distance from 
Supp(/o) to Supp(/i) is greater than R, so fo(B0fi .. . £»_i)/j = 0. Thus 

cr(£ 0 , . . . ,J9«)( /o, . . . , A ) = 0; 

and as this is true for any /o ® • • • ® A supported within Aro x • • • x Nq, the point 
(#o,. • • ,£q) does not belong to Supp(cr(i?o, • • • , Bq)). • 

(4.18) COROLLARY: / / <p e CXq(M) is a coarse q-cochain (2.1), and the 
operators Bo,... >Bq belong to BH, then the integral 

J<pda(BQ,... ,Bq) 

converges. 

(4.19) Recall that CX* denotes the subcomplex of CX* consisting of to
tally antisymmetric cochains. By 3.26, the inclusion CX* —• CX* induces 
a cohomology isomorphism. Moreover, if <p £ CX*, then /<p da(Bo,... ,Bq), 
which is well-defined by the preceding corollary, is a cyclically symmetric func
tion of Bo,... , Bq. Thus we may define a 'cyclic character' map \ : CX*(M) —• 
CC*(BH) by 

X(<p)(B0,...,Bq) = (-iy J<pd*(B0,...,Bq) (4.20) 

(4.21) PROPOSITION: The map x defined by 4.20 is a map of complexes: that 
is, \d = b\, where b is the coboundary operator of [19]. 

PROOF: Let t denote the generator of the Z g + i action on Bq*1. By a density 
argument it is enough to prove that 

xd(fo ® • • • ® fq) - bX(fo ® • • • ® fq) G Im(l - t) 

for compactly supported continuous functions / 0 , . . . ,fq. One has 

0(/o ® • • • ® / , ) = 1 ® /o ® • • • ® A + • • • + (- l )*+ 1 /o ® • • • ® A ® 1-
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Therefore, if we set r = x(/o ® • • • ® /«)i we have 

X0( /o®- - -® / , ) 

= ( - l )« + 1 Tr(5o/o • ..BqfqBq+l + ( - l ) « T r ( / 0 f l 0 5 i / i • • • / , £ , + ! + 

+ " - + T r ( / 0 B 0 . . . / , B , B f + 1 ) 

= —r(Bi , . . . ,B ? ,B 9 + iB 0 ) + T(B0BI, ... ,Bq+i)+ 

+ ... + (-iyT(B0,...,BqBq+l). 

Comparing this with the usual formula for the Connes boundary 6r, we find that 

(xd(fo ® • • • ® / g ) - bX(fo ® • • • ® A))(So, • • • , B*) 

= - r ( B i , . . . , B q i B q + 1 B 0 ) + (-l)qT(Bq+lBo,B0l... , fl,) € Im(l - *)• 

D 
We will refer to x as the Connes character map. This kind of map from 

'ordinary' to cyclic cohomology appears in [20, VII, Lemma 1] and in [22, 23]. 

(4.22) Suppose that M is a complete Riemannian manifold, and let H = 
L2(M). The algebra X of [57], consisting of smoothing operators on M with 
kernel supported within some /^-neighbourhood of the diagonal in M x M, is then 
a subalgebra of BJJ• Let 9? £ CX%(M), and let fco,... , kq be kernels representing 
elements of X. Using the fact that the trace of an integral operator is the integral 
of its kernel over the diagonal, we find that 

x(^)(*o, . . . ,kq) = 

ko(xo,xi)ki(xi,x2) .. .kq(xq,x0)<p(x0j... }xq)dx0 . ..dxq. !> 

4.3. Index theory 

(4.23) DEFINITION: Let A be a unital superalgebra (= ^-graded algebra), in
ternally graded by means of a grading operator e £ A. Let B be a super ideal in 
A. An element F £ A will be called a (generalized) Fredholm operator if 

(i) F is odd relative to the super structure (i.e. Fe -f zF — 0); 
(ii) F2-l£B. 

A well-known construction in algebraic /v-theory associates to such an op
erator F an index Ind(F) £ KQ(B) (see [49],[54, section 4],[23]). One way of 
defining this index is the following. It can be shown that there is an element G 
of A such that G2 = 1 and G- F e B. It is then easy to see that G{\ + e)G/2 
is an idempotent which differs from (1 — e)/2 by an element of B. The formal 
difference 

' ' 1 - V K40 G 
2 

is therefore an element of KQ{B), the index of F; it can be shown to be inde
pendent of the choice of G. Further details of this construction may be found in 
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the references cited above. In particular we will need the following stability and 
vanishing properties of the index: 

(i) If F0 - F i G B , then Ind(F 0 ) = Ind(F i ) ; 
( i i) If F2 = 1, then I n d ( F ) = 0. 

(4 .24 ) It will be helpful to note the following special case. Let X be a space, 
and let E = Eo 0 E\ be a super vector bundle over X. Let B = CC{X\ E n d ( F ) ) 
and let A = C(X]End(E)), so that £? is an ideal in A. In this si tuation a 
Fredholm operator F G A determines a morphism a: Eo —* E\ tha t is an iso
morphism outside a compact set. The 'difference bundle' construction of [7] 
associates to such an a an element of K°(X). This element is in fact I n d ( F ) , 
under the canonical identification of K°(X) with KQ(B). 

(4 .25 ) We will be interested in the case where A and B arise from an M-
module in the manner discussed in the previous section. Specifically, let M be 
a space and suppose tha t H is a super M-module in the sense tha t there is 
given a direct sum decomposition H = HQ 0 H\, where the projection operators 
of the direct sum decomposition do not increase supports. Then AH a n d BJJ 
are super algebras, with A internally graded by an operator e with propagation 
bound 0. We want to calculate the indices of Fredholm operators F arising 
from geometry. However, our operators F are modelled on zero' th order pseudo-
differential operators , whereas geometrically natural operators are more often 
first order differential; so we must discuss in this context the process of reduction 
to zero order, familiar in KK-theory as the replacement of D by D{\ + D2)~ 2. 

(4 .26 ) DEFINITION: Let M be a space, and let H be an M-module. Let D be 
an unbounded self-adjoint operator on H. We will say thai D is a (generalized) 
elliptic operator on H if 

(i) There is a constant c > 0 such that for all t G R the unitary operator 
ettD belongs to AH and has a propagation bound < c\t\. 

(ii) There is an n > 0 such that (1 -f D2)~n is locally traceable. 
If H is a super M-module, we will also require that D anticommutes with the 

grading operator e, and we will then refer to D as a graded elliptic operator. 

The constant c is called a propagation speed associated to D. The Dirac opera
tor on a Clifford bundle over a complete Riemaiinian manifold is an example of a 
generalized elliptic operator. For a proof of the finite propagation speed property 
see [18]; the local trace property follows from standard Sobolev estimates. 

(4 .27 ) Now let W denote the algebra (under pointwise operations) of func
tions on R having compactly supported Fourier transform. 

(4 .28 ) D E F I N I T I O N : A chopping function is a smooth function $: R —* R 
such that \£(x) —• ± 1 as x —+ ±00 and such that the derivative W belongs to W. 

(4 .29 ) L E M M A : 
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(i) Chopping functions exist, and in fact any continuous function f: R —• R 
with f{x) —* ±1 as x —> ±00 can be uniformly approximated by chopping 
functions; 

(ii) If1® is a chopping function then \P2 — 1 G W; 
(Hi) If Wo and ^1 are /tuo chopping functions then $ o ~ ^ i G W. 
PROOF: Straightforward (cf [57, lemma 7.5]) D 

(4.30) LEMMA: Let H be an M-module, and let D be a generalized elliptic 
operator on H. Then 

(i) if$eW, then$(D)eBH; 
(ii) if 9 is a chopping function, then 9(D) G AH -

PROOF: This is the finite propagation speed argument ([17], [65, chapter 12], 
[54, Theorem 5.5]). To deal first with $(D), we may write 

1 f°° 
*(£>) = — / <$>(t)eitD dt. 

Since $ is compactly supported and eltD has finite propagation speed, this 
formula shows that $(D) has a propagation bound, so belongs to AH- TO 
check that in fact ®(D) G BH , notice that for any n there is a C such that 
l*(*)l < C(l + x2yn for all x G R. Thus $(D) is dominated by a locally 
traceable operator C(l + D2)~n, and so is locally traceable. 

For 9 we want to argue in the same way, using 

1 f^ 
9(D) = — / *(t)eltDdt. 

2 7 r J - 0 0 

Here ^ is a compactly supported distribution. The integral does not make sense 
in general, but it does make sense as an operator applied to smooth vectors 
v for D, that is elements v G H for which t *-+ ettDv is a smooth function. 
The integral formula therefore shows that there is a constant K such that for 
any smooth vector v, Supp(^(D)i;) C Pen(Supp(v); K). In view of the obvious 
semicontinuity properties of the support, our proof will be completed if we can 
show that given any e > 0 and any x G / / , there is a smooth vector v G H with 
||r; — a?|| < £r and Supp(v) C Pen(Supp(x');£). 

To prove this assertion, let u> be a smooth function on R with u>(0) = 1 and 
Supp(cj) compact. Then (by what we have shown already) UJ(XD) converges 
strongly to 1 as A —• 0, and has a propagation bound that tends to zero as 
A —• 0; moreover it is clear that for A > 0, the range of UJ(XD) consists of smooth 
vectors. Thus we may take v — LJ(\D)X, for A sufficiently small. • 

(4.31) REMARK: Notice that the propagation bound that we obtain for 
$(D) is csup{|f I : £ G Supp($)}. 

(4.32) Now let H be a graded M-module, and let D be a graded elliptic 
operator on H. Let 9 be an odd chopping function (that is, 9(x) -f 9( —x) — 0), 
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and let F = #(!>). According to lemmas 4.30 and 4.29, F G AH and F 2 - l G 
BH • Moreover, since \P is odd, eF + Fe = 0. Thus, the index of F is defined as an 
element of KQ{BH)- Again, lemma 4.29 shows that any two chopping functions 
differ by an element of W\ so any two choices for F have the same index. This 
common value of Ind(F) we will call the index of D, and denote it by Ind(D). 

One relation between this index and geometry can be obtained from the fol
lowing vanishing theorem. In its statement, BH denotes the C*-algebra obtained 
as the norm closure of BH in £(H). 

(4.33) PROPOSITION: Let H be a graded M-module, and lei D be a graded 
elliptic operator on H. Suppose that 0 does not belong to the spectrum of D. 
Then the image oflnd(D) in KO(BJJ) is zero. 

PROOF: There is a number 6 > 0 such that the interval [—£,£] does not meet 
the spectrum of D. Choose a continuous odd function / : R —* R such that 
f(x) = 1 for x > 6. Then / can be uniformly approximated by odd chopping 
functions. It follows from the spectral theorem that f(D) G AH, and that for 
any chopping function ^ , f(D) — ̂ (D) G BH • 

Now by the functoriality of the index construction, the image of Ind(D) in 
KO(BH) is the same as the index of the element ^f(D) of AH relative to the ideal 
BH• Since f(D) — ̂ (D) G BH, this is the same as the index of the element f(D) 
of AH• But / 2 = 1 on the spectrum of D, so f(D)2 = 1. Therefore the index 
vanishes. • 

(4.34) In the usual setting for index theory, the index of an elliptic differential 
operator is a deformation invariant. In the present context one can prove an 
analogous result, provided that one passes to the C*-algebraic closure as in 4.33: 
specifically, if D% for t G [0,1] is a continuous family of elliptic operators in an 
appropriate sense, then Ind(£>o) = Ind(£>i) in KO(BH)- We will not need this 
result in this paper, however, and therefore omit the proof. 

(4.35) We can now formulate precisely the index problem whose solution 
for Riemannian manifolds is our central result. Let M be a space, H a graded 
M-module, D an graded elliptic operator on H. Let [tp] G HX2q(M). Then 
D has an index, Ind(D), in KO(BH), and [<p] has a cyclic character, x[p]i m 

HC2q(BH)- Connes [19] has defined, for any algebra B, a pairing between 
K0(B) and HCeven(B): if [e] G K0(B), [r] G IICeven(B), then 

( W , H ) = r # 1 V ( c > . . . l c ) . (4.36) 

(Notice that the pairing defined by 4.36 differs from Connes' pairing in [19] by 
the multiplicative constant (27ri)qq\.) Thus from our data we obtain a complex 
number 

Ind„(D) = (Ind(£>),.Yb]>, 
and our index problem is to calculate this number in terms of geometrical infor
mation about (p and D. 
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(4.37) Notice that the construction of the index is natural. Suppose that M\ 
and M2 are spaces and let / : M\ —• Mi be a continuous morphism. Let H\ 
be an Mi-module; then, as we have seen (4.9), there is a natural M2-module 
#2 obtained by composing H\ with / , and there are maps /* of algebras from 
AHI to AH2

 a n d from BHI to BH2- Thus /* also induces a map K+{BHX) —• 
K+(BH2)' Moreover, if D is an elliptic operator on H\, we have as an immediate 
consequence of the definitions the naturality property 

(/•(IndD),xM) = (Ind £>,*[/>])• 

Moreover, if the morphism / satisfies a Lipschitz condition 

d(f(x),f(x'))<kd{x,x'), 

then D can be thought of as an elliptic operator on H2 (the propagation speed 
gets multiplied by k) which we will denote /*£>, and we have the further natu
rality property 

/•(IndD) = Ind(/*D). 

Again, this is easy to prove. 

(4.38) We will not solve the index problem for general spaces in this paper. 
However, we can show in general that I nd^D) is a topological invariant, in the 
sense that it depends on <# only through the topological character c[<p] £ H*(M). 
More precisely: 

(4.39) PROPOSITION: Let M be a space and let II be a graded M-module and 
D a graded elliptic operator on H. Let [<p] G II X2q(M) be a coarse cohomology 
class. Ifc[(p] - 0 in #C*(M), then Ind^(D) = 0. 

PROOF: If c[<p] = 0, then there are some R > 0 and ip G C2q~1(M) such 
that Supp(V0 flPen(A; R) is a compact subset of M2q and such that dip = <p on 
Pen(A;#) in M2q+l. We may without loss of generality assume that <p and ip 
are completely antisymmetric. Now one can find odd chopping functions # with 
Fourier transform supported in an arbitrarily small interval around zero. From 
remark 4.31 and the explicit formula for the projections representing IndD it 
follows that IndD can be represented as the formal difference of two projections 
EQ and E\ in B, both of which have propagation bounds less than R/(2q + 1). 
By proposition 4.17, then, the supports of the Radon measures a(£ ,o, . . . , £0) 
and <r(E\,... , 2?i) lie within Pen(A;/?.). This means that even though ip is not 
a coarse cocycle, we may define 

x[i>](Eit ...,Ei) = J rP d<r(E,,...,/?,) i = 0 , 1 , 

since Supp(^) H Pen(A;/£) is compact. Now we simply imitate the usual proof 
[19, Chapter II, Proposition 14] that the result of pairing a A'-theory element 
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with a cyclic coboundary is zero. By proposition 4.21, we have 

X[<pm,...tEi) = 6XM(£i,... ,£0 
2? 

= E(-l)\#](^,...,^)-
Jk=0 

But xbl>](Eii - • • >^«) = 0 by cyclic antisymmetry, so the index vanishes. D 

4.4. T h e computa t ion for R 2 m 

In this section we will calculate lnd(p(D) where D is the Dirac operator of 
R 2 m and (p is the fundamental coarse cohomology class for R m . The result will 
furnish a check on the normalization constants in the general index theorem, to 
be proved in the next section. The methods used are taken from [19]. 

(4.40) Let M = R 2 m , and let S be the spinor bundle. We work with the 
algebras A and B associated to the graded M-module H = L2{S). The Dirac 
operator D is a graded elliptic operator on / / , in the sense of definition 4.26. 

The group R 2 m acts by translation on M and 5, and the operator D is 
translation invariant. Moreover, by a straightforward application of the Sobolev 
lemma, the operator ty(D)2 — 1, for a chopping function \£, is not merely lo
cally traceable but is in fact a smoothing operator. Therefore, Ind(jD) can be 
thought of as an element of KQ(B), where B is the subalgebra of B consisting of 
translation invariant smoothing operators. In other words, B is the algebra of 
compactly supported smooth functions from M to the Clifford algebra of R 2 m , 
with multiplication given by convolution. This Clifford algebra is a matrix al
gebra M2m(C); so by Fourier transformation B may be identified with a dense 

^ 2m 
subalgebra of M2m(Co(R )). 

Let us calculate Ind(D). Under Fourier transformation, D becomes the oper-
^ 2 m 

ator of Clifford multiplication by if, where f is the coordinate in R . We can 
^ 2 m 

choose \P so that ^(D) Fourier transforms to multiplication by if near 0 E R 
and an isomorphism away from 0. Now it is well-known [3] that the differ
ence bundle construction applied to multiplication by if gives the generator for 
~ -^ 2m 

K(H ). Since the index can be identified with the difference bundle construc-
^ 2m 

tion, we deduce that Ind(D) maps to the generator of A'o(Co(R )) under the 
^ 2 m 

inclusion B <-» M2m(Co(R ))• 
(4.41) We will now work out what x[<p] d ° e s o n #> where <p is the generator 

of HX2m(M) (2.26). Recall that this generator <p can be defined by 

<p(x0i.. . , X * 2 m ) 
JA(XQ,... ,X'2m) 

where A(#o, • • • , #2m) is the oriented simplex spanned by (xo, . . . , #2m), and a 
is a compactly supported 2m-form of mass 1. Let /o, . • , /2m belong to B] then 
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from the definition, and using the fact that the trace of an integral operator is 
the integral of the pointwise trace of its kernel over the diagonal (cf. 4.22), we 
find that 

x M ( / o , - " >/2m) = / tr [fo(x0 - x i ) / i ( a : i - x2) . . . hm(x2m - x0)J 

'<p(x0, • • • , *2ro) dl/(x0) • • • dl/(x2m), 

where v denotes Lebesgue measure on M, and tr is the pointwise trace. Under 
an obvious substitution this expression becomes 

/ tr (/o(yo)/i(yi) • • ./2m(-yo y2m-i)) 

•^(yo,... ,y2m-i)d^(yo)...di/(y2m-i), 
where 

^(yo,... ,y2m-i) = / <p(x,x - y0jx - yo - yu...)dv(x). 
Substitute the definition of <p in this last expression, and interchange the order 
of integration, to obtain 

^(y< 'o , . . . ,!fcm-i) = / ( (T-Xa)dv(x)) , 
^A(0, -y o , -yo-y i , . . - ) W / 

where T denotes translation. But since a has mass 1, it is easy to see that 
f(T-xa)di/(x) is simply the volume form on M. Therefore 

V>(!fo,... ,V2m-i) = vol A(0,-yo,-yo - y i , . • •) = vol A(0,yo,yi , . . . ) • 

We may write this in terms of exterior algebra as follows: let u be the generator 
of A 2 m R 2 m , then 

^(yo, . . - ,y2m-i)w = TT—rryo A ••• A y 2 m - i . 

Thus we have 

X M ( / 0 , . - . ,/2m)w = T ^ Tj / tr (y0/o(yo) A - - - A y 2 m - l / 2 m - l ( y 2 m - l ) 

/2m(~yo y2m-l)J %) . . . dy2 m_i. 

This integral is an iterated convolution, which can therefore be simplified by 
taking the Fourier transform: 

X[¥>]( /0 , . . . , / 2 m ) = 

(- l )m f -

= (2m)!(2x)*» A*" M£//0 A •' • A d / 3"-» / a") 

S ( 2 m ) ! ( 2 V . / R a - M / 0 r f / l A " ' A < f / a r o ) -
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Thus we have shown that xVp] ls simply a multiple (—l)m/((2m)!(27r)2m) of 
the fundamental class for the Schwartz algebra <S(R ). However, the result of 
pairing this fundamental class with the X-theory generator Ind(D) is known to 
be (2m)m m! (the constant that appears in the expansion of the Chern character 
in dimension 2m). Thus we find 

lnd*W = (2m)!(2.)»» • ( 2 7 r l ' r m ! = ( 2 m ) ! ( 2 ^ ' 

4.5. T h e general index t h e o r e m (even case) 

In this section we will use the results of [23] to prove a general index theorem 
for Riemannian manifolds. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of even 
dimension, and let D be a graded generalized Dirac operator over M (cf. [36, 
53]). Associated to D there is then an index class QD € H*(M); if D is a classical 
Dirac operator twisted by a vector bundle E, then Ssp = A(M) w ch(E). In 
general one can define $£> to be the Poincare dual of ch* [D], where [D] is the 
class in the if-homology of M represented by the operator D [11, 37, 13] and 
ch* is the homology Chern character. 

(4.42) THEOREM: Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension 2m, 
and let D be a graded generalized Dirac operator over M. Let [tp] £ HX2g(M) 
be a coarse cohomology class. Then 

where c: HX*(M) —• H*(M) is the character map of 2.11. 

PROOF: This result follows directly from the 'local index theorem' of Connes 
and Moscovici [22, 23]. We have defined a number Ind^(D) = (Ind(Z>),x[^?]) 
for a coarse cohomology class [p]; in [23, 2.1], Connes and Moscovici define a 'lo
cal index' lnda(D) for any compactly supported Alexander-Spanier cohomology 
class a. Comparing the definitions, one finds that our Ind^(jD) is equal to their 
Indc[</J](Z)). The result is therefore a consequence of [23, Theorem 3.9], • 

Thus the local part of the proof of our index theorem is simply borrowed 
from [23]. To make geometrical applications of index theory, however, the local 
theorem is not sufficient; one needs to set it in some global topological-analytic 
context, as is done in [23, Section 5] for covering spaces using group cohomology. 
Our work in this paper could be regarded as an attempt to provide a different 
global setting for the local index theorem. 

This can be made clearer by comparison with the heat equation approach [6, 
30] to the classical index theorem. The local index theorem of [23] corresponds 
to the identification of the constant term in the short time asymptotic expansion 
of the supertrace of the heat operator. (Notice that the argument of Proposition 
4.39 is essentially that the index must be a local invariant because it can be 
calculated from these short time asymptotics.) The 'global topological-analytic 
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context' which we referred to above provides the analogue of the McKean-Singer 
formula which states that the supertrace of the heat operator is constant in 
time. It is this formula which allows one to make geometrical applications by 
identifying the local index obtained from the asymptotic expansion with the 
global index defined in terms of the kernel and cokernel of the elliptic operator. 

For coarse classes that arise by pulling back the fundamental class of R n by a 
morphism M —• R n , one can give a direct proof of the index theorem. One uses 
the results of the previous section for R n and then uses the methods of [57] or 
[38] to reduce the general case to this one. 

4.6. T h e odd case 

Let M be a space, H an ungraded M-module, and D a generalized elliptic 
operator on H. (The paradigm case is of course the Dirac operator on an odd-
dimensional manifold.) Then (as in [57]) we expect that there will be an index 
Ind(D) defined in K\{BH) rather than KO(BJJ), a n d an index theorem pairing 
this with odd coarse cohomology classes. However one faces a problem in that 
the obvious definition of the odd index involves the algebraic /f-theory connect
ing map from Ko to K\, which does not exist outside the category of Banach 
algebras. We do not want to complete BH to a Banach algebra because this 
will not be compatible with the pairing with cyclic theory. To get round this 
difficulty we will use suspension; in other words we will pair with K-\ rather 
than with K\. 

Let W denote, as before, the algebra of functions on R with compactly sup
ported, smooth Fourier transform. It will in fact be convenient to identify W 
with its Fourier transform, and think of W as consisting of compactly supported 
smooth functions on R under convolution. For the purposes of this paper we 
will define K^i(B), for an algebra B} to be KQ{B <g> W). This is related to, 
although not exactly the same as, the usual definition [12, Chapter 3] in terms 
of polynomial rings. 

(4.43) We will first show how an odd cyclic cocycle on B pairs with an element 
of K-i(B). There is a standard cyclic 1-cocycle rj over the algebra W, defined 
as follows: 

/

CO 

U{t,)g{-t)dZ. 
-co 

In fact, it is clear that W is a subalgebra of Br2,£v where £ 2 (R) is given its 

natural structure as an R-module; under this identification, 77 is the character of 
the fundamental coarse class in HX1^). Now Connes [19, page 104] has defined 
an external product on cyclic cohomology, denoted # ; so that if r G HC2q~l(B) 
is an odd cyclic cocycle, then r#r) £ HC2q(B 0 W). We may therefore define 
the pairing map induced by r from K-\(B) to C to be equal to that induced by 
r#7/ from K0(B ® W) to C. 
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We are particularly interested in the case where B = BH for some M-module 
H and r = x[p] f° r some <p E HX2q~1(M). In this case, let Mi = M x R and 
let Hi = L2(R;i7) , which is an Mi-module in an obvious way. In this case we 
can identify BH 0 W with a sub algebra of B ^ , and if ip denotes the fundamental 
generator for HXX(K) then we can compare T#T) = xM^xftfl with x[<P V ^>], 
where V denotes the external product in coarse theory (2.4). The result is 

(4.44) LEMMA: Under the above circumstances, 

PROOF: We may assume that <p is a totally antisymmetric representative of 
its cohomology class. A direct calculation from the definition of the Connes 
product gives 

(T#r))(a0 ® / 0 > . . . ,a2q®f2q) 
2q 

= ^ ( - l ) J r ( a 0 , . . . .fly-icy,... , a2q)r}(f0 .. .fj-i,fj . . . /2g). 
i=i 

Let <T denote the measure <r(a0 ® / 0 , . . . , a2? 0 /29) defined in equation 4.15. 
We can rephrase the preceding expression of the Connes product as follows: 

(r#7/)(a0 ® /o, • • • , a2q <g> /2g) 

= / ^ ( - l y ^ X o , . . . , « } , . . . ,«2«)^(2/0,2/i) rf^((«0,yo),... ,(*2*,2/2f)). 
7 i=i 

The integrand <$ here changes sign if the (2<j — l)th and 2qth coordinates are 
interchanged, since <p is antisymmetric. Moreover it is not hard to verify that <I> 
is invariant under a cyclic permutation of the coordinates: 

2q-l 

] P ( - i y + V ( * 2 ? , z o , . . . , £ } , . . . ,x2q-i)tp{y2q,yj) 
3 = 0 

2q-l 

= "%2(-iy+1(p(x2q,xo,---,*},... ,x2q-i)(*P(yo,yj)-iP(yo,y2q)) 
3 = 0 

2q-l 

= ^2(-l)J+1<p(x2q,x0,... , £ } , . . . ,x2g_i)V<</o,2/j) 
j = 0 

2 ? - l 

i=o 

2? 

= ^ ( - i ) M * o , . . . , * } , . . . ,«2g)^(yo,w). 
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Since the symmetric group Symm(2g -f- 1) is generated by a (2q -f l)-cycle 
and a transposition of two adjacent elements, it follows that <I> is completely 
antisymmetric. Therefore, comparing the definition of $ with the definition of 
the V-product in section (2.4), we find that 

& = 2qA(<pVt/>), 

where A denotes antisymmetrization. Now the result follows, using 3.26. • 

(4.45) We will now define the odd index in K^\. Let M be a space, H an 
M-module, and D a generalized elliptic operator on H. Let f be a chopping 
function (not necessarily odd) and let F = ^(D) G AH- Let n: AH —• >AH/BH 
be the quotient map. Since F 2 — 1 G BH, (^ + 1*(F))/2 is a projection in AH/BH, 
defining an element of KQ(AH/BH) that is independent of the choice of ^ . 

Let PV+ denote the algebra obtained by adjoining a unit to W, and let w G 
W+ be a generator for K\(W)\ in other words, the inverse Fourier transform w 
is a function R —• T tending to 1 at ±oo and having winding number 1. Then 

w = ^ ^ 0 l + Y - 1 ®we (AH/BH) 0 W+ 

is invertible and so defines an element of K\((AH/BH)®W). Via the connecting 
homomorphism associated to the short exact sequence 

0-+BH®W ->AH®W -H- (AH/BH) ® W -* 0 

this maps to KQ(BH ® W) = K-I(BH). The resulting element of K-\(BH) is 
by definition the (odd) index of JD, Ind(D). 

This odd index can be identified with the index of a certain operator on 
Mi = M x R. In fact, let Hi = L 2 ( R ; # ) , as above, and let / / 2 = # i © 
i / i , considered as a super Mi-module in the obvious way. There is a natural 
embedding M2(AH <S> W+) <-• ,4//2, and a similar one for # . Now let F2 G *4//2 

be the operator 

I-TT(F) 1 1 + TT(F) 0 _ ^ ® i + ^-^^w 
l - T T ( F ) , l-hTT(F) 

^ - ® 1 + v ; ®w* 0 

Then F2 is a generalized Fredholm operator. Moreover, 

T ( F 2 ) = 0 « 
i"1 0 

Because the index construction of section 4.3 just is the algebraic A'-theory 
boundary map, this shows that the odd index of D is equal to the ordinary 
index of F2 . 

The results of section 4.3 generalize easily to the case of the odd index: 
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(4.46) PROPOSITION: (cf. [57, Proposition 2.8]j Let M be a space, H an 
M-module, and D an elliptic operator on H. If there is a gap in the spectrum 
of D, then the image oflnd(D) vanishes in K-\{BH)-

Notice that the gap in the spectrum need not be at zero; this is because the 
chopping function ^ used to define the odd index (4.45) need not be an odd 
function. In fact, in contrast to the graded case, there is nothing special about 
the point 0 in the spectrum of an ungraded elliptic operator; for if D is elliptic, 
and c is a constant, then D-\-c is elliptic too. For example, this is the reason why 
the Vafa-Witten argument [67, 5] gives more information on odd-dimensional 
than on even-dimensional manifolds. 

We will now state and prove the odd index theorem for Dirac operators: 

(4.47) THEOREM: Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of odd dimension 
(2m — 1) and let D be an (ungraded) generalized Dirac operator over M. Let 
[<p] £ HX2q~1(M) be a coarse cohomology class. Then 

PROOF: Let F2 be as above, and let rj be the standard cyclic 1-cocycle over 
Wy which is the character of the standard generator tp of HXl(Il). Using lemma 
4.44, we may write 

(Ind(D), xM> = 2q(lnd{F2), X(f V 4>)). 

Now well-known results on functional calculus for elliptic operators (e.g. [65, 
Chapter XII]) show that F2 is an elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order 
zero. Moreover it is easy to see that the principal symbol of F2 is homotopic 
to the (reduction to zero order of) the principal symbol of the generalized Dirac 
operator 

0 D + id/dx 
D - id/dx 0 

on Mi. We may therefore apply the Connes-Moscovici index theorem [23, The
orem 3.9] to F2, and obtain 

<Ind(F2),x[^V^]> = Indvv^(/?2) 

D2 = 

(2q)\(2m) q 

q[ -<Qc~c[d,[A/]>. 
(2flf)!(2jri)« 

In the last step we used the fact (which is easy to check) that c[ip] is Poincare 
dual to [M] in [Mi]. • 
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CHAPTER 5 

Coarse cohomology and compactification 

5.1 . Higson's corona space 

Let M be a non-compact complete Riemannian manifold. Higson [39] ob
served that in analysing the index theorem of [57] from a /f-theoretic point of 
view it is natural to consider a certain compactification of M, defined as the 
maximal ideal space of the commutative C*-algebra generated by the smooth 
functions on M whose gradient vanishes at infinity. In this section we will give 
an analogue of Higson's construction for our more general spaces, and we will 
prove that it is functorial. 

(5.1) DEFINITION: Let M be a space and let <p: M —+ C be an w-bounded Borel 
function. We define the variation function Vr<p: M —• R by 

Vr<p(x) = s\ip{\<p(y) - (p(x)\ : y G B(x\ r)}. 

This variation function has a number of elementary properties, among which 
are the following: 

(i) V ^ < 2 s u p M . 
(ii) Vr{<p±1>)<Vr<p + Vrll>. 

(iii) VrW) < (Vr<p)(sUP M ) + (SUP \<p\)(Vr1>). 
(iv) If <p —» 0 at infinity, then Vr<p —• 0 at infinity. 

(5.2) DEFINITION: Let M be a space. We let Ch(M) denote the space of all 
bounded continuous functions <p: M —• C such that for each r > 0, Vr(p —• 0 at 
infinity. 

From the properties of the variation listed above it is clear that Ch(M) is a 
commutative normed algebra (under the supremum norm), containing the alge
bra Co(M) of continuous functions on M tending to 0 at infinity as a closed 
ideal. It is clear also that Ch(M) contains the algebra Cd(M) of 'functions 
with compactly supported gradient' that we introduced in connection with our 
discussion of ends (2.21). The change from 'compactly supported gradient' to 
'gradient vanishing at infinity' makes a significant topological difference. For 
instance, consider compactifying R n by adding a sphere at infinity. The contin-

57 
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uous functions on the compactification then all belong to C/j(Rn), but they need 
not belong to C<*(Rn). 

(5.3) LEMMA: For any space M, the algebra Ch(M) is a C*-algebra. 

PROOF: It is enough to prove completeness. Let <pn be a sequence in Ch{M) 
tending uniformly to a function <p. Clearly <p is bounded and continuous. We 
may write 

Vr(<p) < Vr(<Pn) + Vr(<p-<Pn) 

< Vr(<Pn)+2\\<p-<Pn\\-

Since \\<p — <pn\\ —• 0 as n —• oo, while for each n, Vr<pn —• 0 at infinity in M, it 
follows that Vr<p —• 0 at infinity in M. Thus Ch{M) is complete. D 

(5.4) The unital commutative C*-algebra Ch(M) can be identified (by a 
famous theorem of Gelfand and Naimark, [25, Theorem IX.3.7]) with the algebra 
of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space M, its maximal ideal space. 
Since CQ(M) is an ideal in Ch(M), we can identify M with an open subset of 
M; and since by construction a continuous function on M is determined by its 
restriction to M, M is dense in M. In other words, M is a compactification of M. 
We will call M the Higson compactification of M, and we will call vM — M\M 
the Higson corona of M. Notice that by construction, C(vM) = Ch(M)/Co(M). 

(5.5) These constructions are functorial on our categories. The reason for 
this is the following lemma, whose proof is obvious: 

(5.6) LEMMA: Let M and N be spaces, <p: N —• C an u-bounded Borel function, 
f:M—>N a uniformly bornologous map. Then for any r > 0 there is s > 0 
such that 

Vr(<pof)<(V.<p)of. 

(5.7) PROPOSITION: Let M and N be spaces and let f: M —> N be a morphism 
in the category UBC. Then f induces natural maps /* : M —• N and vM —• vN. 

PROOF: It is enough to prove that if cp e Ch(N), then (p o f £ Ch(M). 
Certainly <po f is continuous, and the lemma above says that for any r > 0 there 
is s > 0 such that Vr(<p o f) < (Vs<p) o f. Since V8<p —• 0 at infinity and / is 
proper, it follows that Vr(<p o f) —• 0 at infinity. • 

We are particularly interested in functoriality on the corona space vM. It 
will turn out that the corona is functorial not just under morphisms in UBC 
but also under morphisms in UBB. To prove this we will need to approximate 
Borel functions by continuous ones. The right tool for this is given by the next 
definition. 

(5.8) DEFINITION: Let M be a space. A regularizer P for M is a linear map 
from the space of UJ-bounded Borel functions on M to the space of continuous 
functions on M, having the properties: 

(i) lf<p>0, then P<p> 0. 
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(it) PI = 1. 
(Hi) There is a constant r > 0 such that for any x G M and any <p, the value 

of P(p(x) depends only on the restriction of tp to B(x;r). 

Such regularizers are easy to construct. For example, let V** be a continuous 
partition of unity subordinate to a locally finite cover of M by balls B(xi\r) of 
fixed radius, and define 

i 

(5.9) LEMMA: Let P be a regularizer for a space M. Then there is a constant 
r > 0 such that, for all UJ-bounded Borel functions <p: M —• C, one has 

\<P~P<p\<Vr<p. 

PROOF: Let x G M, and let r be as in the definition of a regularizer. Define 
a = <p(x) — Vr<p(x) and b = <p(x) -f Vr<p(x). Then for all y G B(x;r)1 

a < (p(y) < b, 

by definition of the variation. Since P is positive, and P<p(x) depends only on 
the restriction of (p to B(x\ r), we deduce that 

Pa < P<p(x) < Pb. 

But Pa — a and Pb = 6, giving the result. • 

(5.10) PROPOSITION: Let M and N be spaces and let f: M —• N be a mor-
phism in UBB. Then, for any regularizer P on M, the map /* : [<p] i—• [P(<po f)] 
is a well-defined homomorphism of algebras C(uN) —» C(vM); it is independent 
of the choice of P. 

(Here we are using the identification of C(vM) with Ch(M)/Co(M); the 
square brackets denote equivalence classes in the quotient algebras.) 

PROOF: If (p G Ch(N), then <po f is an unbounded Borel function on M, and 
by lemma 5.6, for all r > 0, Vr(<p o f) —• 0 at infinity. By lemma 5.9, then, 
<pof — P(<pof) —> 0 at infinity. Hence, for all r > 0, Vr(P(<pof)) —• 0 at infinity. 
SoP(^o / )GC>>(M) . 

If [<p] = [<pf] in Ch(vN), then <p-(p' G C0(^V). Therefore <po f -ipo f -> 0 at 
infinity, and so P(<p of) — P(cp o / ' ) —» 0 at infinity. Therefore, [<p] H-> [P(<̂ > O /)] 
is a well-defined map. 

Using the fact that <p o f — P(<p o / ) —» 0 at infinity, one easily checks that 
this map is a homomorphism of algebras, and is independent of the choice of 
regularizer P . D 

Thus / induces a map /* : vM —• vN. It is clear from the proof that if / 
happens to be continuous, this /* is the same as the /* defined earlier. 
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(5.11) PROPOSITION: Let M and N be spaces, and let fyg: M —• N be 
bornoiopic morphisms. Then /* = g* as maps vM —> vN. 

PROOF: It is enough to show that if <p G Ch(N), then (<p o f — (p o g) —* 0 at 
infinity in M. But by definition of bornotopy, there is R > 0 such that for all 
x € M, d(f(x)ig(x)) < R. Therefore 

\(p o f(x) -<po g(x)\ < VR<p O / ( X ) , 

and the desired conclusion follows. • 

(5.12) COROLLARY: / / M and N are bornotopy-equivalent, then vM and vN 
are homeomorphic. 

5.2. K*{BH) and K+(yM) 

Following [39], we will now relate the A'-theory of the algebra BH of the previ
ous chapter with the /f-homology of the corona space vM. In fact, for technical 
reasons it will be necessary to work with metrizable quotients of J / M , rather 
than with vM itself; this corresponds to considering only separable subalgebras 
of Ch{M). Since in any particular calculation we will only want to do countably 
many things at once, this is no great restriction. 

(5.13) DEFINITION: A corona of M (note the indefinite article) is a compact 
metrizable space N equipped with a continuous map crjv: vM —• N. 

Replacing N by Im^jv) C TV, we may and usually shall assume that a^ is 
surjective. Corresponding to any such corona there is of course a compactification 
of M defined as M UaN N. We will denote this compactification by Mjv; as a 
simple example, the 1-point compactification arises in this way when the corona 
is a point. Notice that C(Mj^) is naturally identified with a separable subalgebra 
ofCfc(Af). 

(5.14) Let H be an M-module (4.2); in other words, there is a representa
tion p: Co(M) —• C(H) of the commutative C*-algebra CQ(M) of continuous 
functions on M vanishing at infinity. By the spectral theorem for commutative 
C*-algebras, there is a projection valued measure E on M such that 

p(f)= I fdE 
JM 

for all / 6 Co(M). This formula can be used to define p(f) if / is any bounded 
Borel function; in particular, it defines a canonical extension of p to Ch(M). 

(5.15) DEFINITION: Let N be a corona of the space M, and let H be an M-
module. Define DJJ(N) to be the C*-algebra of all bounded operators A on H 
that satisfy: 

(i) For all f G CQ(M), the operators Af and f A are compact; 
(ii) For all tp G C(Mj^), the commutator [A,<p] is compact. 
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This definition is due to Higson; in the notation of [39], if H = L2(M), 
then DH(N) would be denoted D(C(MN),CQ(M)). The significance of this 
construction is the following. 

(5.16) THEOREM: [39] / / H is a standard M-module, and N is a corona of 
M, then the C*-algebra K-theory groups Ki(Djj(N)) (i = 0,1) are naturally 
isomorphic to the reduced K-homology groups Ki±i(N) of the space N. 

The isomorphism is natural relative to the functorialities of 4.9 and 5.7. We 
will not discuss the proof of this theorem here. Notice however that it has as 
a corollary that K{{DH{N)) is independent of the choice of the standard M-
module H. This can also be seen directly by using Voiculescu's Theorem [68] to 
prove that if H\ and H2 are standard M-modules, then Djf1(N) and Djf2(N) 
are unitarily equivalent. For details we refer to the paper [39] cited above. 

(5.17) Recall that if H is an M-module, then BH denotes the algebra of 
locally traceable operators with bounded propagation on H. 

(5.18) PROPOSITION: Let M be a space, H an M-module, and N a corona of 
M. Then there is an inclusion of algebras BH Q DH{N). 

PROOF: (cf [39, Proposition 3.2]) Let A G BH- It is clear that if / has 
compact support on M, then Af and f A are compact operators; in fact they are 
of trace class. Since the functions with compact support are dense in Co(M), 
this proves that A satisfies the first part of Definition 5.15. 

For the second part, suppose that (p G C(MN) C Ch(M). Let R be a propa
gation bound for A, and let e > 0; then there is a compact subset K C M such 
that the variation VR((P)(X) < e for all x G M \ K. Let us partition M\K into 
subsets Mj (all but finitely many of which will be empty) as follows: 

Mj = {xeM\K : jRe < \<p(x)\ < (j + l)Re} 

for j — 0,1,2 Now let ip be a compactly supported continuous function on 
M with 0 < tp < 1 and ip — 1 on K\ and for each j let Pj be the projection 
operator on H given by multiplication by the characteristic function of Mj (this 
uses the extension of p to Borel functions obtained from the spectral theorem). 

oo 

Clearly then, xp -\- (I — ip) ^1 Pj = 1. Letting ~ denote the relation of equality 
j = 0 
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modulo compact operators, we have 
oo oo 

A = Aj> + {l-1>)AY,Pi-[A>1>]Y,Pi 
j=0 j=0 

oo 
- (1-^Aj^Pj 

i=o 
CO OO OO 

= (i-v)^I>i + (i-V<)2£^I>; 
j = 0 Jb=0 j = 0 

- ( l - ^ ) 2 J2 PkAPi' 

In the last step we used the fact that PkAPj = 0 for \j — k\ > 1, which follows 
from the definition of Mj and the fact that VR(<P) < e outside K. For simplicity 
let us put B = (1 — ip) Yl PkAPj, so that we have proved that A ~ (1 — ip)B. 

oo 

Notice that by an elementary argument ||J5|| < 3||A||. Now let F = J2 JRzPji 
i=o 

then | | ( 1 - 1>)(<p-F)\\ < Re. Consequently, ||[(1 - i>)B,<p - F]\\ < 6ite||i4||. On 
the other hand, one has 

oo 

[(1 - i>)B,v-F\ = (1 - ^fRzY^PiAPj-i - Pj-iAPj), 

and so ||[(1 - ip)B,F]\\ < 2ife||i4||. We therefore conclude that 

\\[(l-4>)B,<p)\\<8Re\\A\\, 

and this can be made arbitrarily small by choice of e. Since A ~ (1 — ip)B, we 
conclude that [̂ 4, <p] is compact, verifying the second part of definition 5.15. • 

Combining the two previous results, we have 

(5.19) COROLLARY: For each corona N of M, and each standard M-module 
H, there is a natural map 

bN:Ki(BH)-+Ki±1(N). 

This map is induced hy the inclusion BH <—* DH{N). 

(5.20) Since DH(N) is aC*-algebra, the closure BH of BH is also asubalgebra 
of DH(N). The map 6JV above therefore factors through K{{BH)- This is of 
significance in connection with the vanishing and stability theorems of chapter 
IV. Specifically, we have 

(5.21) PROPOSITION: Let H he an M-module, and let D be an elliptic operator 
on H. Let N be a corona of M. Then 67v(Ind(Z))) £ K+(N) vanishes if 0 is not 
a spectral value of D; and in the ungraded case, it vanishes unless the spectrum 
of D is the whole real line R. 
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PROOF: Follows from 4.33 (graded case) and 4.46 (ungraded case). • 

5.3. T h e t ransgression m a p 

Let M be a space, and let TV be a corona of M. Let H be an M-module. 
In the previous section, we have observed that there is a natural map from the 
(algebraic) if-theory of the algebra BH to the (topological) /^-homology of N\ 
this map shifts dimension by one. However, in section 4.2 we showed that there is 
a natural pairing between K*(BH) and the coarse cohomology HX*(M); so it is 
natural to ask whether there is a map H*(N) —• HX*(M) shifting dimension by 
one that is dual to the map K*(BH) —* K*(N). In this section we will construct 
such a map. 

(5.22) To construct the map, we will need to assume that N is homeomorph-
ic to a finite polyhedron. The precise consequence that we need is that TV can 
be embedded in some Euclidean space R n in such a way that given any neigh
bourhood U of N in R n , there is a neighbourhood V of N contained in U that 
deformation retracts onto N. 

Suppose then that TV is embedded in R n in the way described above, and 
suppose further that [9] G Hq(N]H) is an (Alexander-Spanier) cohomology class 
for AT. 

(5.23) LEMMA: In the above situation, there is a function 0 : (R n )^ + 1 —• R 
with the following properties: 

(i) There is a neighbourhood U of the diagonally embedded copy of N in 
(Rn)*+2 such that if (t0l... , ^ + 1 ) G U then <90(*o, • • • , ^ + i ) = 0, where 
d denotes the Alexander-Spanier boundary map. 

(ii) The restriction of 0 to Nq+1 (which by the previous assertion gives an 
Alexander-Spanier q-cocycle for N) is a representative for the cohomo
logy class [0] eH*(N;R). 

One can easily construct such a 0 by extending a representative of 0 to R n 

using a retraction of a neighbourhood of N onto N. 

By the Tietze extension theorem, the inclusion N —• R n can be extended to 
a map t: M^ —• R n . Let us define a cochain ip G Cq+1(M) by setting 

tp(x0}... ,xq+i) = dQ(t(x0)}... ,t(xq+1)) (5.24) 

(5.25) PROPOSITION: In the above situation 
(i) rp is a coarse cocycle. 

(ii) The coarse cohomology class [ip] £ HXq+1(M) does not depend on the 
choice of extension 0 for 9 or on the choice of extension t for N —+ R n . 

(Hi) The topological character c[ip] G Hq+l(M) is equal to d[9], where 

d: Hq(N) -> Hq+l(MN, N) S Hq(M) 
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is the boundary map in the long exact cohomology sequence of the pair 
(MNlN). 

(iv) The construction is natural under uniformly homologous maps M —• M'. 

R E M A R K : The isomorphism Hq+1(MN,N) ~ Hq
c{M) is a consequence of the 

strong excision property of Alexander-Spanier cohomology; see [64, Theorem 
6.6.5]. 

P R O O F : Since it is clear tha t dip = 0, to prove tha t \p is a cocycle we need 
only check tha t it satisfies the coarse support condition. Notice tha t by the 
construction of 0 , there is a number e > 0 such tha t if to,... , tf^+i £ R n 

are all within distance e of each other and also within distance e of TV, then 
dQ(tQ, • • • J ^ + I ) = 0. However, by construction of the map t, there is a compact 
subset Ki of M such tha t d(t(x),N) < e for all x £ M \ K\. Moreover, since 
t is a continuous function on the Higson compactification, for any R > 0 the 
variation function VRI tends to 0 at infinity; thus there is a compact subset 
7<2 of M such tha t for any x\ and x? in M \ Ki with d{x\,X2) < R, one has 
d(t(x\)}t(x2)) < s. Combining these results, we find tha t for any R > 0 there 
is a compact subset K = K\ U Ki of M such tha t if x o , . . . , x 9+i € M \K and 
d(xiyXj) < R V t , j , then ^ ( x 0 , . . . , * f+ i ) = 9 0 ( t ( a ? o ) , . . . ,*(a?g+i)) = 0. This 
implies tha t tp is a coarse cocycle. 

We must now check tha t the cohomology class [tp] £ HXq+l(M) is indepen
dent of the choice of representative function 0 and of the choice of extension t. 
Suppose first of all tha t 0 and 0 ' are two representatives for [6]. One can then 
find a neighbourhood V of N in R n such tha t the inclusion N —• V is a homotopy 
equivalence and such tha t the functions 0 and 0 ' restrict to Alexander-Spanier 
cocycles on V. Clearly, as 0 and 0 ; both represent the same cohomology class in 
H*(N), they are cohomologous in H*(V). Thus there is a cochain <£ : ( R n ) ^ —• R 
with the property tha t d$ — 0 — 0 ' on a neighbourhood of the diagonally em
bedded copy of V in Vq+l; since V is a neighbourhood of N in R n , this equality 
must hold on a neighbourhood of the diagonally embedded copy of N in R n . 

Now let ip and ip' be the two coarse cocycles constructed from 0 and 0 ' by 
the procedure above; if we define 

<p(x0,... , xq) = ( 0 - 0 ' - 0*)(<(*o), - • - , t(xq)) 

then it is clear tha t d<p = ip — ip''. It is enough therefore if we can show tha t <p 
is a coarse cochain, in other words tha t it satisfies the support condition. But 
by construction there is an e > 0 such tha t ( 0 — 0 ; — <93>)(<o> • • • ,tq) = 0 if 
to, • • • ,tq £ R-n are all within a distance e of one another and also within a 
distance e of N. Arguing in the same way as above, we find tha t <p satisfies the 
support condition. This completes the verification that [rp] is independent of the 
choice of extension 0 . 

To check tha t [tp] is independent of the choice of t, we will make use of some 
of the results on bornotopy from section 3.5. Suppose tha t t and t' are two 
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maps MN —• R n extending the inclusion N —* R n , and let ip and t/>' be the 
associated coarse cocycles. Then t — t' is a function on M tending to zero at 
infinity. It follows that if we let M\ = M x {0,1}, then the pair (t,t') defines 
a function in Ch(Mi) ® R n . In fact, since M\ is bornotopy-equivalent to M, 
Corollary 5.12 shows that i/M = i/Mi, so that JV is also a corona of M\\ and 
it is easy to check that (t,tf) is a function on (M\)N extending the inclusion 
N —• R n . Our construction therefore associates to (t,t') an element [ipi] of 
HXq+1(Mi); we have ^ [ ^ I ] = bl>] a n d 2i[V'l] = W\> where io and ix are the two 
obvious inclusions of M into Mi. Since i0 and ix are bornotopic, it follows from 
Corollary 3.35 that [ip] = [ip']. 

The last two parts of the proposition are straightforward consequences of the 
definitions. • 

The whole construction given above was based on a particular choice of em
bedding of N into Euclidean space. We now want to prove that the choice of 
this embedding does not in fact make any difference on the cohomology level. 

(5.26) PROPOSITION: The map Hq(N) -+ HXq+1(M) defined by the construc
tion of equation 5.24 and proposition 5.25 is independent of the choice of em
bedding of N in Euclidean space. 

PROOF: Suppose that we are given two embeddings of N in R n i and R n 2 . 
Then (by the Tietze theorem again) there is a continuous map / : R n i —• R"2 

which fits into a commutative diagram 

R n i 

/ 
N if 

\ 
R n 2 

Suppose then that 0 : (Rn*) ? —• R satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.23 
relative to the inclusion N -̂> R n a ; it is then easy to see that /*© will satisfy 
those conditions relative to the inclusion N c—• R n i . It is clear that the extensions 
0 on R"2 and /*© on R n i yield the same xp under the construction of Proposition 
5.25. The desired result follows. • 

(5.27) Thus for every polyhedral corona N of M, we have defined a natu
ral map Hq(N) —• HXq*1(M). We will call this map the transgression map 
associated to N> and denote it XJV. 

Any element of the AT-theory of i/M is defined by a map of vM to a polyhedral 
space, namely a Grassmannian. Therefore, given r\ £ K*(i/M) one can define 
Tch(^) G HX*(M) by choosing a classifying map for 77; however the results 
above leave open the possibility that the coarse class thus obtained might depend 
on the choice of classifying map. 

(5.28) Examples: 
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(i) Let us consider the case where M is a cone C&N (see section 3.6) with a 
weight function <I> that tends to infinity. Then AT is a corona of M, since 
a continuous function on N can naturally be identified with a 'radially 
constant' function on M, and the variation of such a function tends to 
zero like l/<£ at infinity. We therefore find that there is a commutative 
diagram: 

HX«+l{M) 
T 
/ 

Hi(N) I c 
a 
\ 

m+i(M) 
From elementary algebraic topology we know that d is an isomorphism, 
so that Hq(N) is included by T as a direct summand in HXq+1(M). 
If the extra hypotheses of proposition 3.49 are satisfied, then c is an 
isomorphism, and hence T is also an isomorphism. 

(ii) As an important special case of this, take M = R n . Then the sphere 
Sn~x is a corona of M, and we find that the fundamental coarse class of 
R n (2.26) arises by transgression from the fundamental class of Sn~x. 

(iii) We will see in chapter 6 that it is an important question whether 'the 
transgression map is surjective', more precisely whether every coarse 
cohomology class belongs to the image of T)v for some polyhedral corona 
TV. If the space M is a finitely generated group with a word metric, for 
example, this surjectivity is a Novikov conjecture type statement. The 
transgression map for the example given in 2.29 is not surjective, as one 
can easily check; but this example is very far from being a group. 

(iv) Our discussion of ends (2.21 and the exact sequence 2.24) shows that for 
a complete locally compact path metric space, the image of T contains 
all the 1-dimensional coarse cohomology. 

(v) We leave it as an easy exercise for the reader to show that T maps the 
usual cup product on H*(N) to the secondary product of section 2.4 on 
HX*(M). 

5.4. Relation to index theory 

Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold, let the finite polyhedron TV be 
a corona of M, and let D be a Dirac operator acting on sections of a Clifford 
bundle S over M. Then H = L2(S) is an M-module, and the index of D is 
defined as an element of K+(BH)-

(5.29) PROPOSITION: In the above situation, let a G K*(N). Then 

(Ind(D),X[Tch(a)]) = (bN(lnd(D)),a). 

The various maps appearing in this proposition are these: ch: K*(N) —• 
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H*(N) is the ordinary Chern character, T is the transgression defined in the 
previous section, \ is the map from coarse to cyclic theory defined in section 4.2, 
and bjsi is the map of Corollary 5.19. 

PROOF: By the Index Theorem (4.42 and 4.47) we have 

<Ind(D),X[Tch(a)]> = (cK[D],c[Tch(a)]) 

where ch*: K*(M) —» H*(M) is the /f-homology Chern character. By Proposi
tion 5.25, this is equal to 

(cK[D],dch(a)), 

and using the functoriality of the Chern character with respect to boundary 
maps we may rewrite this as 

<cru[D],ch(cfa)) 

where now d* is the coboundary map in the /^-theory long exact sequence of 
the pair (MN,N). We may 'cancel' the two Chern characters and move d to the 
homology side to get 

(d.[D],a). 

But in [39, Section 3], Higson has shown that 

bN(lnd(D)) = dm[D], 

so the desired result follows. • 
REMARK: Notice that the index theorem of chapter 4 was used in an essential 
way in proving the above proposition. Conversely, an independent proof of the 
identity 

(x,X[Tch(a)]) = (bN(x),a) 

for x G K*(BH) would yield an alternative proof of the index theorem, in the 
context of more general spaces and independent of the asymptotic results of 
Connes and Moscovici. This is the approach taken by Higson to the index 
theorem for partitioned manifolds, which corresponds to the 'zero-dimensional' 
part of K*(N) (generated by the connected components of N). I hope to discuss 
this further in a future publication. 

From the point of view of this paper, the importance of the previous propo
sition stems from the following corollary. 

(5.30) COROLLARY: Let [(p] £ HX*(M) be a coarse cohomology class, and 
suppose thai ip G Im(Tjv) for some polyhedral corona N of M. Lei D be a Dirac 
operator on M, and suppose that ($S£> w c[^>],[M]) ^ 0. Then 0 is a spectral 
value of D; and in the ungraded case, the spectrum of D is all o /R . Moreover, 
if 0 is an isolated eigenvalue of D (which can only happen in the graded case), 
then it must have infinite multiplicity. 
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PROOF: Suppose that <p £ Im(jOv); then as the Chern character is an iso
morphism mod torsion, there is a £ K*(N) (g> R such that Tch(a) = <p. Ap
plying proposition 5.29 and the index theorems 4.42 or 4.47 to a, we see that 
($D w c[<p]y [M]) is a multiple of (6jv(Ind(D)), a ) . However, by proposition 5.21, 
if 0 is not a spectral value of D — or in the ungraded case, if the spectrum of D 
is not R — then 6/v(Ind D) = 0. This proves the result, except for the statement 
that 0 cannot be an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity. 

To prove this, notice that if 0 were an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity, 
then D would be invertible modulo the algebra /C# of compact operators on H. 
Therefore, Ind D would belong to the image of the natural map KQ{KH) —+ 
KQ(BH) induced by the inclusion (4.12) K,H «-• BH> NOW KO(ICH) =• Z, so it is 
enough to prove that a rank one projection representing a generator of KQ(JCH) 
pairs trivially with any coarse class [<p] £ HXq(M) for q > 1. 

Let e be a rank one projection that is represented by a smooth kernel sup
ported in some compact subset L x L of M x M. Fix a representative cocycle <p 
for the coarse class, and let s: Cq(M) —» Cq~1(M) denote the standard section 
of the acyclic complex (2.10). Let /? be a compactly supported bump function 
on Mq which is equal to one on Lq, and let <I> be the (compactly supported, and 
hence coarse) (q — l)-cochain $ = (3 • s<p. Then (p — d$ is cohomologous to <£>, 
and it is identically zero on Lg + 1 , so pairs trivially with e. • 
REMARK: One can in fact show that the image of KQ{K) in KO(BH) is zero 
if M is noncompact. To do this it is enough, by the six-term exact sequence 
of C*-algebra /^-theory, to prove that the boundary map K\(BH/^) —* Ko(IC) 
is onto, and this follows from the fact that the algebra obtained by adjoining a 
unit to BH contains a Fredholm operator of index one. 



CHAPTER 6 

Examples and Applications 

6.1. Index theorem for partitioned manifolds 

In [57], the author proved an index theorem for non-compact 'partitioned 
manifolds' (see also [56], [37, 38], [71]). The set-up for this index theorem 
is the following: M is a non-compact complete Riemannian manifold of odd 
dimension, and D is the Dirac operator on sections of a Clifford bundle S over 
M. The operator D then has an index in Ki(X), where X denotes the algebra 
of bounded smoothing operators on L2(S) which have kernels supported within 
a bounded neighbourhood of the diagonal. As remarked in 4.22, if H = L2(S) 
then A* is a subalgebra of the algebra BJJ of this paper. Now we assume that 
the manifold M is partitioned by a compact hypersurface TV into two parts M + 

and M~. From this data we construct a cyclic 1-cocycle Q on X [57, Proposition 
1.6], which gives rise to a map £* : K\{X) —• R. The main theorem of [57] then 
said that 

C*(Ind£>) = I n d D N , 

where DN is the ordinary Dirac operator on S considered as a graded Clifford 
bundle over the compact manifold N. 

This result fits into the context of coarse cohomology as follows. The Poincare 
dual of N in M gives a cohomology class [a] £ H\{M)\ and since N disconnects 
M, the image of [a] in Hl{M) is zero. Hence by proposition 2.19, [a] is the 
character of a unique coarse cohomology class [</?]. It is easily checked that 
the cyclic character XVP\ 1S equal to [Q in HC1{BH)- Moreover, [tp] belongs to 
the image of the transgression map T, as noted in 5.28(iv); this provides an 
explanation of why £* extends to the A'-theory of the C*-algebraic closure BH-

Using the index theorem (4.47), we therefore have 

C.(Ind£>) = (Ind(D),xM> 

Z7TZ 

using the fact that c[<p] = [a] is Poincare dual to TV. However, the restriction of 

69 
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$>£> to N is jus t ^DN — this follows from the fact tha t the normal bundle to N 
in M is trivial, so t ha t the Todd class of TM restricted to N is the same as the 
Todd class of TN. Thus ( G D , [N]) is the index of Z}/v, by the ordinary index 
theorem [8, 9] . (The factor of l /27n comes from the different definitions of the 
pairing of odd cyclic cohomology with K\ in [57] and with K-\ in the present 
paper.) 

It is interesting to note tha t this proof identifies C*(Ind D) with the topological 
index of D^r, whereas the previous proof identified it with the analytical index 
of DN. 

6.2. Ul t raspher ical manifolds 

(6 .1 ) DEFINITION: Let M be a complete oriented n-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold. We will say that M is ultraspherical if there is an essential (n — 1)-
sphere in its Higson corona: in other words, if there is a mapping a: vM —• Sn~~x 

such that if 6 G Hn"1(Sn~1) denotes the fundamental class, then (da*[0], [M]) / 
0. 

The terminology is intended to recall the hyperspherical manifolds of [36, §5]. 
In fact it will turn out that ultraspherical implies hyperspherical. Conversely, 
many of the examples of hyperspherical manifolds identified in [36] are in fact 
ultraspherical. I do not know whether the two notions are actually equivalent. 

We will sometimes refer to (d<r*[0], [M]) as the degree of M. 

(6 .2 ) Clearly R n is ultraspherical . Moreover, from the functoriality of the 
corona (5.7) it follows tha t if Mo is ultraspherical, and / : M\ —• MQ is a con
tinuous morphism which is of nonzero degree (this makes sense as / is proper) , 
then Mi is also ultraspherical. By considering the inverse of the exponential 
map , we find tha t any simply-connected complete manifold of non-positive cur
vature is ultraspherical. Similarly, we may argue as in [36, page 134] to see the 
following: suppose tha t M is an ultraspherical manifold, and {Da} is a family 
of disjointly embedded discs in M with the property that there is a continuous 
morphism f: M —+ M of nonzero degree tha t shrinks each disc to a point. Then 
any manifold obtained from M by modifying it on the union (J Da in a way 
which is compactly supported on each disc will again be ultraspherical. 

We can give a characterization of ultraspherical manifolds as follows: 

(6 .3 ) LEMMA: A n-dimensional connected manifold is ultraspherical if and only 
if there exist 

(i) a weight function <£: [0,oo) —• [0,oo) with $(t) —• oo as t —+ oo; 
(ii) a continuous morphism f of nonzero degree from M to the cone C^Sn~1 

with metric weighted by <£. 
P R O O F : Suppose first tha t such / and $ exist. By (5.28, Example (i)), Sn~l 

is a corona of C$Sn~l. Using the functoriality of the corona (5.7), we obtain a 
map a: vM —• Sn~l. By construction, (da*[0], [M]) is equal to the degree o f / . 
Thus M is ultraspherical. 
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Now let M be ultraspherical. Recall that if X is any compact Hausdorff space 
and Y a closed subspace, then a continuous map a: Y —* 5 n _ 1 can always be 
extended to a continuous map s of pairs (X,Y) —• (f?n, 5 n _ 1 ) . In our situation, 
therefore, we can extend the map a: i/M —• Sn~x to a map of pairs 

s : ( M , * / M ) - + ( £ n , S n - 1 ) , 

and the condition that a is essential says that s pulls back the generator of the 
relative cohomology group Hn(Bn

1Sn~1) to a non-trivial class in Hn(M,vM), 
which by excision is equal to H"(M). We may think of s as an element of 
Ch(M) <S> R n . Now let K = {x G M : \\s(x)\\ < | } , which is a compact subset of 
M. Any point x G M \K has a 'polar coordinate' 6{x) = s(x)/| |s(x)| | G Sn~l. 
Define 

9{t) = inf {(Vis(x))-1 : x G M \ Pen( t f ; t )} . 

(Here Vi denotes the variation function of definition 5.1.) Because s G Ch(M)<g> 
R n , it follows that $(t) —• oo as 2 —• oo. Finally, define a map / : M —• C$S'n~1 

by 

It is then clear that / is proper and that d e g / = degs. Moreover, if £i,£2 G 
M\K and d(a?i,a?2) < 1, then \\0(xi) - 0(x2)\\ < 2mm{V1(x1)yVi(x2)} and so, 
by the definition of the weighted cone metric (3.46), d(f(xi),f(x2)) < 3. Thus 
/ is uniformly homologous, by the argument of Proposition 2.2. • 

This result implies a stronger version of itself. First we need another lemma. 

(6.4) LEMMA: Any cone C^Sn~x with weight function <£ tending to infinity 
admits a continuous morphism of degree 1 onto R n . 

PROOF: Notice first that if 3>i < $ is another weight function, then the 
natural map C<&Sn~l —* C^1Sn~1 is a continuous morphism of degree 1. It is 
therefore enough if we can prove the lemma with <£ replaced by 3>i. We will use 
this principle to make two simplifying assumptions: 

(i) Replacing $(/) by inf {$(s) : s > t}, we may assume that <$ is monotonic; 
(ii) Then replacing $(t) by inf{$(s) + t — s : 0 < s <t}, we may assume in 

addition that $ satisfies the Lipschitz condition \$(t) — $(t')\ < \t — t'\. 
Assume that these simplifications have been made. Define / : C^Sn"1 —• R n 

by /(<?,*) = &(t)'0. If (0 ,0 and (6f ,*') are points of C $ 5 n _ 1 , it is clear that 

d(f{o,t),f(o',t')) < \t-t'\ + m*x{<!>(t)Mt')}d(e,e'). 
It follows from the definition of the metric on C^S"-1 (3.46) that for any path 
7 in C^S"-1, 

' ( / ° 7 )< ' * ( 7 ) -
Since both C$Sn~l and R n are path metric spaces, / is a distance decreasing 
map and in particular is uniformly bornologous. Clearly it is of degree 1. • 
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(6.5) PROPOSITION: A connected manifold M is ultraspherical if and only if 
there is a proper smooth map f: M —*• R n with uniformly bounded gradient and 
nonzero degree, 

PROOF: Such a map is a morphism, so a manifold admitting such a map is 
ultraspherical. Conversely, it is an immediate consequence of lemmas 6.3 and 6.4 
that an ultraspherical manifold admits a continuous morphism g: M —• R n of 
nonzero degree. We need to smooth it out. Now by standard techniques one can 
construct a linear operator S: C(M) —• C°°(M) having the following properties: 

(i) SI = 1; 
(ii) There is a constant A > 0 such that 

\Sh(x)\ < Asup{\h(y)\:yeB(x-l)} 
\\VSh(z)\\ < Asup{\h(y)\:yeB(x;l)} 

Apply «S(g>l to <j, considered as an element of C(M)<g>Rn. Since g is a morphism, 
there is a constant B such that 

d(x9y)<l=>\\g(x)-g(y)\\<B. 

From the properties of S, one easily infers that for all x, 

\\Sg(x)-g(x)\\ < AB 
\\WSg{x)\\ < AB 

and it follows that / = Sg is a smooth map with uniformly bounded gradient 
and properly homotopic to g. • 
REMARK: Since the hyperspherical condition of [36] pulls back under smooth 
maps with bounded derivative, and R n is hyperspherical, this shows that ultra
spherical implies hyperspherical. 

(6.6) PROPOSITION: Let X andY be ultraspherical manifolds, with Riemannian 
metrics g\ and g^. Suppose that W is a smooth map from Y to the group Q{X) 
of quasi-isometries of X, and equip M = X x Y with the Riemannian metric 

g(x,y) = V(yy(gi(x))®g2(y). 

Then M is ultraspherical. 
REMARK: The hypothesis may be expressed more concisely by saying that M is 
the total space of a topologically trivial X-bundle over Y with structural group 
Q(X). 

PROOF: Let C(y) be the dilation of ^(y) , so that we have an inequality 

C(y)-l\\*(yU\\<m\<C(y)\MyH\\ 
for all £ G TX. By 6.5, there are smooth proper maps f\ : X —• R n i and 
f2'-Y -+ Rn 2 , of nonzero degree and with bounded gradient. Define /': M —+ 
Rni + n* b y 

f(x,y) = (f1(x)/C(y)J2(y)). 
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One easily checks that / is smooth and proper, has bounded gradient, and has 
degree equal to the product of the degrees of f\ and /2- • 

(6.7) There is a natural generalization of the concept of an ultraspherical 
manifold. Namely, let us define a (complete, oriented, Riemannian) n-manifold 
to be u>-large if there is some polyhedral corona a: vM —> N of M and a class 
6 e Hn'1(N) such that (da*[0],[M]) = k / 0. As before, we refer to k as the 
degree; the generalization is that N no longer has to be a sphere. 

Here is an example which is not ultraspherical. Let X be the complete Rie
mannian 5-manifold which is given by X = R x CP2 with the metric dt2 + 
$(t)2gijdxldxi, where gij is a Riemannian metric on CP2, say of diameter 1, 
and $ is a smooth positive function on R with $(t) = 1 for t < — 1 and <&(i) = t 
for tf > 1, so that X has one cylindrical and one conical end. Then X is bornotopy 
equivalent to a cone on CP2U{*}, where the disjoint point * is at infinite distance 
from CP . By theorem 3.50, then, 

Hx<(x) = \f {« = 1,3:5). 
(̂  u (otherwise) 

Now let L be a projective line in CP ; recall that L defines a homology class 
in H2(CP ) which is dual to the 2-dimensional generator of H*(CP ). Let Q 
be the 3-submanifold R x L of X (with the induced metric). We are going to 
enlarge Q so that it is bornotopy equivalent to X. One way of doing this is as 
follows. 

Let Y be a discrete subset of X \ Q with the properties: 
(i) The distance between distinct points of Y, and between each point of Y 

and Q, is at least | ; 
(ii) Each point of X is within distance 1 of a point of Y U Q. 

(See lemma 3.15 for the existence of such sets V. Notice that we may take Y 
to lie entirely in the right-hand (conical) end of X). Now let M\ be the disjoint 
union of Q and a 3-sphere of radius ^ around each point of Y. Finally, let M be 
obtained by making M\ connected, in the following way: if two points of Y lie at 
distance < 2 apart, then join their corresponding 3-spheres by a connected sum, 
using a tube of length 1; and if a point of Y lies at distance < 2 from a point 
of Q, then join its 3-sphere to a nearby point of Q by a connected sum using a 
tube of length 1. The result of this process is a complete connected 3-manifold 
M with the following properties: 

(i) M is bornotopy-equivalent to X\ 
(ii) CP2 is a corona of M, by a map a: M —• CP2; 

(iii) If 0 denotes the generator of H2(CP2), then (d**[0\, [M]) £ 0; 
(iv) M is not ultraspherical. 
The first statement holds because Y U Q is u;-dense (2.6) both in M and in 

X. It follows by (5.12) that vM = vX, so that CP2 is a corona of M. For 
the third statement, note that da* [6] € H%(X) can be represented by a 3-form 
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on X with compact support contained in the left-hand (cylindrical) end of X, 
and the integral of this 3-form over Y is nonzero. Since M = Y on the left-
hand end, we find that (da*[0], [M]) ^ 0. Finally, M is not ultraspherical, for 
the 3-dimensional class [<p] £ HX3(M) satisfies (p * (p ^ 0, where * denotes the 
secondary product (3.50), and so cannot be pulled back from a map to R . 

(6.8) There is an index theorem associated with any morphism to an en
large manifold. Specifically, let M be a complete Riemannian manifold, Y an 
n-dimensional u;-large manifold, and / : M —+ Y a continuous morphism. Thus 
there is a corona N of Y, and a class 0 € Hn~1(N) transgressing to a coarse 
class TO e HXn(Y). This class is nonzero, since c(T0) E # ? ( Y ; R ) is nonzero 
by definition. Now let S be a Clifford bundle over M, graded if M is even-
dimensional, and let H = L2(S). The Connes character of the pullback of T0 
induces a homomorphism e »—• (e ,x[ /T0]) from K*(BH) to C; we will denote 
this homomorphism briefly by f\. 

(6.9) THEOREM: Let f:M—*Y be a continuous morphism from a complete 
manifold to an w-large manifold, as above; we assume that the dimensions of M 
and ofY are either both even or both odd. Then 

(i) If D is a generalized Dirac operator on S, then 

f,(lndD) = ak(QD,[f}), 

where k is the degree ofY, [/] is the homology class of the generic fibre of 
f, and a is a nonzero constant depending only on the dimensions; in fact, 
a = (2;)!&ri)« «/ dim(M) = 2 m and dim{Y) = 2q, and a = {2q_^{2vi)q 

if dim(M) = 2m — 1 and dim(Y) = 2q — 1. 
(ii) If ( 3 ^ D , [ / ] ) i1 0, then 0 belongs to the spectrum of D, and it is not 

an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity; and in the odd-dimensional 
case, the spectrum of D is the whole real line. 

PROOF: The first statement follows from the index theorems, 4.42 in the even 
case and 4.47 in the odd case. These give 

/.(Ind£>) = (IndAxITTfl]) = a(SD - c [ /*^] , [M]) . 

But c[f*T0) = f*[cT0] = k-f*[Y] is the cohornology class Poincare dual to *[ / ] . 
The result follows immediately. 

To prove the second statement, it is enough by corollary 5.30 to show that 
f*(T0) belongs to the image of the transgression map on some corona of M. 
But this follows immediately from the functoriality of the corona (5.7) and the 
naturality of the transgression (5.25(iv)). • 

6.3. Applicat ion to posit ive scalar cu rva tu re 

It is convenient to have some terminology for manifolds which have ultra
spherical coverings. These correspond to the enlargeable manifolds of [36]. For 
the purposes of this paper let us make the following definition. 
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(6.10) DEFINITION: A compact connected manifold M is called [/-enlargeable 
if it has a covering which is spin and ultrasphericai 

For example, it is clear from 6.2 that if M admits a metric of non-positive 
sectional curvature, then it is [/-enlargeable. 

(6.11) PROPOSITION: Let MQ be an U-enlargeable manifold, and let Mi be a 
compact manifold. If there is a spin map f: Mi —» Mo of nonzero degree, then 
Mi is U-enlargeable. 

PROOF: (cf. [36, Proposition 5.7]) Let Mo be an ultrasphericai spin cov
ering of Mo, and let Mi be the covering of Mi corresponding to the subgroup 
(/*)_1(7ri(Mo)) of 7Ti(Mi). Then / lifts to a continuous morphism / : Mi —• Mo, 
which is spin and of nonzero degree. Therefore by 6.2, Mi is spin and ultraspher
icai. • 

(6.12) COROLLARY: 
(i) Inflatability is an invariant of homotopy type; 

(ii) If M is U-enlargeable and N is spin, then the connected sum M#7V is 
U -enlargeable. 

Further examples of [/-enlargeable manifolds may be obtained as follows: 

(6.13) PROPOSITION: Let Mi and Mi be compact connected manifolds, and 
assume that the universal cover of Mi is ultrasphericai and that some cover of 
Mi is ultrasphericai. Let p be an action ofwiMi on Mi by diffeomorphisms. Let 
M = Mi xp Mi be the corresponding twisted product (a fibration over Mi with 
fibre Mi). Then M has an ultrasphericai cover. 

PROOF: Let Mi be the universal cover of Mi and let Mi be an ultrasphericai 
cover of Mi. The action p of 7Ti(Mi) on Mi by diffeomorphisms lifts to an action 
a on Mi by quasi-isometries. Thus if we define M = Mi xa Mi, then M is a 
spin cover of M, and it is ultrasphericai by 6.6. • 

(6.14) COROLLARY: A compact solvmanifold is U-enlargeable. 
PROOF: (Compare [35, §4]) Such a manifold is spin and can by fibred over 

S1 with fibre a compact solvmanifold, so the result follows by induction. D 
Following Gromov and Lawson, we shall now prove that [/-enlargeable man

ifolds cannot admit positive scalar curvature. We emphasize that since [/-
enlargeable manifolds are enlargeable, this result is included in the results of 
[36]. Later we will give examples of obstructions to positive scalar curvature 
which do not arise from 'spheres at infinity': these appear to be new. Even for 
the results of this section, though, it seems to be an interesting problem to work 
out more exactly the relationship between our methods and those of Gromov 
and Lawson. 

(6.15) THEOREM: Let M be a compact manifold, and suppose that there is a 
spin map of nonzero A-degree from M to an U-enlargeable manifold MQ. Then 
M cannot admit any metric of positive scalar curvature. 
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PROOF: Let / : M —» Mo be a spin map of nonzero ^4-degree. Let Mo be 
an ultraspherical spin covering of Mo and let M be the corresponding covering 
of M, so that / lifts to a smooth spin morphism / : M —• Mo- Then M is a 
spin manifold; let D be its classical Dirac operator. Then the index form 3 ^ is 
equal to *4(M), so that ( S ^ , [/]) is equal to the ,4-degree of / , and is therefore 
nonzero. By theorem 6.9, then, the spectrum of D contains zero. 

The Lichnerowicz argument [46] implies that the spectrum of D is affected by 
the scalar curvature. Specifically, if the scalar curvature of M, and therefore of 
M, is greater than a positive constant c2, then the spectrum of D must have a 
gap from —c/2 to c/2, and in particular cannot contain zero. So there can be no 
such constant c, and therefore (by compactness) M cannot have positive scalar 
curvature. D 

For non-compact manifolds one has analogous results. For example 

(6.16) THEOREM: Let M be a non-compact complete spin manifold, and suppose 
that there is a smooth morphism f of nonzero A-degree from M to an w-large 
manifold Y. Then M cannot have uniformly positive scalar curvature; in fact, 
M cannot even have uniformly positive scalar curvature outside a compact set. 

PROOF: Again we find that ( 3 D , [/]) ^ 0, and this shows by the Lichnerowicz 
argument that M cannot have uniformly positive scalar curvature. In fact, if M 
has positive scalar curvature outside a compact set, the results of [36, §3] imply 
that 0 is an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity in the spectrum of D. By 
theorem 6.9, this is impossible. D 
REMARK: WU [71] has a similar proof, using the index theorem for partitioned 
manifolds, of the impossibility in certain cases of positive scalar curvature even 
outside a compact set. 

6.4. Applicat ion to Kahler manifolds 

The principle of convergence transfer of [55] is concerned with the following 
situation. Let M be an even-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold, and 
let D = D+ 0 D~ be a graded Dirac operator on some graded Clifford bundle 
S = So 0 Si over M. Suppose that one has a Weitzenbock formula of the usual 
sort, 

D2 = V*V + 11, 

where 71 is a self-adjoint endomorphism of S preserving the grading, the cur
vature operator, and V*V is some positive 'flat Laplacian'. Such Weitzenbock 
formulas always exist. A version of the principle of convergence transfer states: 

(6.17) PROPOSITION: With the above notation, let H denote the M-module 
L2(S). Let [<p] G HXq(M) be a coarse cohomology class belonging to the image 
of the transgression map T^, where N is some polyhedral corona of M. Suppose 
that 
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(%) One graded component (say 1Z\) of the curvature operator is uniformly 
positive on M; 

(ii) The number (Qp ^ c[<p], [M]) is nonzero. 
Then the L2-kernel of D^ is infinite-dimensional. 

P R O O F : Suppose tha t 1Z\ > c > 0, where c is a constant . Then from the 
Weitzenbock formula, D+D~ > c, so the spectrum of D+ D~~ has a gap at zero. 
But the spectra of D~ D+ and D+ D" are the same except possibly at zero; so 0 
is either a regular value or an isolated eigenvalue of D2, and therefore of D. If 0 
was a regular value or an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity, then by (5.30) 
the number (Qu ^ c[y>],[M]) would be zero. The only alternative, therefore, is 
tha t 0 must be an isolated eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity; and since D~ has 
no kernel, the kernel of £ ) + must be infinite-dimensional. • 

( 6 .18 ) As observed in [55], it is natural to apply this trick in the context 
of Kahler manifolds. As an example, we will give a non-compact version of 
Car tan ' s 'Theorem B ' [31, page 159]. For the s ta tement , we will say tha t a 
metrized holomorphic line bundle L on a non-compact Kahler manifold M is 
uniformly positive if there is a constant A > 0 such tha t for any tangent vector 

^-e(vAv)> X\v\2 

where Q denotes the curvature ( l , l ) - form of L. 

(6 .19 ) THEOREM: Let M be a complete Kahler manifold, of complex dimension 
n} and let L be a uniformly positive line bundle on M. Suppose that there are 
a polyhedral corona N of M and a cohomology class a G H2k^'1(N) such thai 
da (E H2k(M) is Poincare dual to a compact complex subvariety X of M. 

Then for any metrized holomorphic vector bundle E over M having bounded 
curvature, there is a constant fio such that for all \i > fio the bundle L^ 0 E has 
an infinite-dimensional space of L2 holomorphic sections. 

REMARK: An u;-large Kahler manifold, or any Kahler manifold admit t ing a 
proper uniformly homologous holomorphic map to an c^-large one, satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem. 

P R O O F : Recall tha t for any holomorphic vector bundle F on a Kahler mani
fold, the complex 

QO,O(F) X Q°.!(F) I ... -I U°'"(F) 

can be assembled to give a generalized Dirac operator 
n n 

D = d + d' :0Q°'«(F)^0Q°'?(F) 
q=0 q=0 

graded by the degree q modulo 2. Moreover for this operator D there is a 
Weitzenbock formula 

D2 = V*V + ftc, 
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where the operators V and IZg are defined as in [45, page 360]. Finally, the index 
class 9x> is given by the usual Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch formula as td(M) ^ 
ch(F). 

Now take F = L^ 0 E, and calculate 

(IndAxCTa]) = (9z>-c(Ta) , [M]> 

= (td(M) w c h(Z/) w ch(£), [X]) 

i=o 3' 

For large /z the dominant term is fin~k(c(L)n~k, [X])/(n — &)!, which is strictly 
positive since L is positive and X is a subvariety. Therefore Ind D is nonzero for 
[i sufficiently large. 

However, the local computation which is standard in the proof of Theorem B 
shows that if the curvature of L is bounded below by A, then 

when restricted to act on (0, <j)-forms (see [45, Theorem IV. 11.4]). Therefore, the 
component of the curvature operator 71c acting on the odd part of the grading 
can be made uniformly positive by taking /i large enough. For sufficiently large 
/i, the hypotheses of proposition 6.17 are therefore satisfied, and we conclude 
that the operator D + has infinite-dimensional L2 kernel. A further application 
of the vanishing theorem shows that this kernel consists of (0,0)-forms, in other 
words sections of L** ® E. • 

(6.20) It is instructive to compare this result with the information one can 
obtain by means of Atiyah's index theorem for covering spaces [4]. If some 
discrete group T acts on M with smooth compact quotient, and the bundles E 
and L are T-invariant, then one can obtain the same result by combining the 
usual version of Theorem B on the quotient with the index theorem for covering 
spaces. But this approach fails in a non-equi variant situation: for instance, if 
M is the hyperbolic plane, and L and E are lifted from two different compact 
Riemann surfaces. 

6.5. Applicat ions to the s ignature ope ra to r 

(6.21) Let M be an oriented Riemannian manifold. The signature operator 
[9] on M is the operator D = d + d* on differential forms fi*(M); if M is of even 
dimension n then D is graded by the grading operator e whose component on 
OP is z^+Pfa-1)*, where * denotes the Hodge duality operator. It is well known 
that D is a generalized Dirac operator and that its index class S # is equal to 
the Hirzebruch £-class of M. 

Proceeding along by now familiar lines, we can obtain from the index and 
vanishing theorems the following result. 
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(6.22) THEOREM: Let M be a complete oriented Riemannian manifold, and let 
N be a polyhedral corona of M. Suppose that there is a class a G H*(N) such 
that (C(M) ^ da, [M]) ^ 0. Then 0 belongs to the essential spectrum of the 
signature operator D = d+d*; and, if M is odd-dimensional, the spectrum of D 
is all o/R. 

In particular, we find that 0 belongs to the essential spectrum of the total 
Laplacian on forms on any u;-large manifold. 

From the ordinary signature theorem one knows that the signature in fact 
depends only on the Laplacian on middle-dimensional forms, rather than the 
total Laplacian. We therefore seek to improve theorem 6.22 so that it yields 
information about the Laplacian in the middle dimension. 

We will need an abstract vanishing lemma. 

(6.23) LEMMA: Let A be an internally graded superalgebra with grading operator 
€, and let B be an ideal in A. Let F G A be a generalized Fredholm operator 
(4.23). If there is an involution y G A with ye + ej = 0 and yF = Fy, then 
IndF is a 2-torsion element in K0(B). 

PROOF: We have yFj = F , and on the other hand yFy is conjugate to F 
with the opposite grading. Therefore Ind(F) = Ind(7F7) = —Ind(F). • 

(6.24) THEOREM: Let M be a complete oriented Riemannian manifold of even 
dimension 2n, and let N be a polyhedral corona of M. Suppose that there is 
a G H*(N) such that (C(M) w da,[M]) ^ 0. Then 0 belongs to the essential 
spectrum of the Laplacian on the space Q£2(M) of square integrable n-forms on 
M. 

PROOF: Assume for a contradiction that 0 is at worst an isolated eigenvalue 
of finite multiplicity for the Laplacian on n-forms. Let H be the Hilbert space of 
all square integrable forms, which is an M-module, and let AH and BH be the 
C*-algebras defined in section 4.3. 

Let Ho < H be the e-invariant subspace ^^(M) 0 D{Q,Tl^{M)). Because of 
the assumption on the spectrum of the Laplacian, HQ is a closed subspace of H\ 
let H\ denote its orthogonal complement. Moreover, the orthogonal projection 
operator P on Ho is an element of the C*-algebra AH- TO check this, let / be 
an odd continuous function on R with /(A) = 1 for all A such that A2 is in the 
essential spectrum of the Laplacian on n-forms. Then / is a uniform limit of 
chopping functions, and hence f(D) G AH- But if 11^ denotes the orthogonal 
projection onto Q22(M), then 

P = Iln + f(D)Unf(D). 

It follows that P G A ^ . 
The operator D commutes with P , so f(D) also commutes with P. Let Bo 

and B\ be the C*-algebras of operators on Ho and H\ respectively generated by 
the compact operators, the functions g(D) for g G Co(R) and the projections 
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Ilf onto Q,JL2(M). The operator F = f(D) can be written as FQ 0 F\ relative to 
the direct sum decomposition H = HQ 0 H\; moreover, F,- is a multiplier for the 
C*-algebra B{ and therefore has an index Ind(F,) G Ko(Bi). The projection P 
gives corner inclusions £,-: Bi —• BH , and 

Ind(D) = Ind(F) = (*0)*(IndF0) + (n ) , ( IndFi ) . 

We will now consider the two components of the index separately. 
For IndFi , we may define an operator 7 on H\ by requiring it to act as — 1 

on n£ 2 (M) for k < n and as +1 on fi£2(M) for k > n. Then 7 is an involution, 
odd relative to the grading e, and 7 commutes with F\. So by lemma 6.23, the 
index Ind F\ vanishes. 

For IndFo, our hypothesis on the essential spectrum of the Laplacian on re
forms implies that FQ — 1 is a compact operator, and therefore that Ind FQ belongs 
to the image of KQ(JCH0) —• KQ(BO). 

Putting these facts together, we find that IndD G KQ{BH) belongs to the 
image of KQ(KH)- NOW we can obtain a contradiction exactly as in the proof of 
5.30. D 
REMARKS: 

(i) Singer conjectured that on a complete simply connected Riemannian 
2n-manifold of curvature less than a negative constant, there is an in
finite dimensional space of L2 harmonic n-forms; see Dodziuk [24] for 
an account of this conjecture. Since such a manifold is ultraspherical, 
theorem 6.24 implies at least that 0 belongs to the essential spectrum of 
the Laplacian on n-forms, which could be regarded as a weak version of 
Singer's conjecture. 

(ii) Presumably there is also an odd-dimensional version of theorem 6.24, 
but I have not checked the details. 

(6.25) A different application of the index theorem for the signature oper
ator has been given by Weinberger [69], who uses it to prove the theorem of 
Novikov [51] that the rational Pontrjagin classes of a compact smooth man
ifold are topological invariants. We sketch his argument. As stated in [51], 
the theorem follows by standard techniques from the 'fundamental lemma': Lei 
M be a compact, smooth, simply connected 4k-manifoId, and let the Cartesian 
product W = M x R m be endowed with an arbitrary smooth structure: then 
(C(W)j [M]) = Sign(M). (Of course this is a trivial fact for the standard smooth 
structure on W.) To prove this, Weinberger proceeds as follows. First, endowing 
W with a suitable metric, one can write the left-hand side as (Ind D , x [ ^ ) , where 
D is the signature operator and (p G HXm(W) is a coarse class Poincare dual 
to M. Second, using the results of [44] on the signature of Fredholm complexes 
over C*-algebras, he shows that Ind D G KQ{BH) is independent of the choice of 
smooth structure. The result follows. 
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6.6. Relation with the Novikov conjecture 

(6.26) Let M be a space and let H be an M-module. What is the if-theory 
of the C*-algebra # # ? At first it appears that there is unlikely to be a sensible 
answer to this question: the algebra is not separable, and for the closely related 
algebras U-oo of [54, 55] one can show using the index theorem of those papers 
that the if-theory group is frequently of uncountable rank. But thanks to recent 
work of Higson, it now seems possible to formulate some plausible conjectures of 
'Baum-Connes' type on the /f-theory of # # . Moreover, these conjectures imply 
corresponding 'Novikov' conjectures, which in turn imply special cases of the 
ordinary Novikov conjecture, and which underly the proof given by Weinberger 
of the topological in variance of the rational Pontrjagin classes, which we sketched 
in the previous section. 

Since this section consists largely of conjectures, we will not give full details. I 
am especially indebted in this section to several illuminating conversations with 
Nigel Higson. 

(6.27) We begin with the simplest case of a uniformly contractible complete 
Riemannian manifold M. Consider the K-homology group A'*(M); as is well 
known, this group is generated by equivalence classes of generalized Dirac oper
ators D over M [11]. Such an operator has as we have seen an index in K+(BH)-
(Here H is the M-module of L2 sections of the vector bundle on which D acts; but 
by Voiculescu's theorem we get the same K-theory if we replace this H by any 
other standard M-module, for instance L2(M).) Moreover one can show that the 
assignment D \—• IndD gives rise to a homomorphism \i\ K*(M) —» K*(BH), 

which is analogous to the map \i appearing in the usual forms of the Baum-
Connes conjecture [10]. This homomorphism fi can be defined even when M is 
not a manifold. The first form of the 'coarse Baum-Connes conjecture' is then: 

(6.28) CONJECTURE: Suppose that M is a uniformly contractible space. Then 
the map \i\ K*(M) —• K*(BH) defined above is an isomorphism. 

Of course if M is a contractible manifold, Poincare duality shows that K+(M) 
is 1-dimensional, generated by the class of the standard Dirac operator. 

A weaker version of the conjecture would assert that / i®Q is an isomorphism, 
but at the time of writing the strong version seems still to be open. In fact Higson 
(unpublished) has recently proved the strong version of the conjecture when 
M = CN is a cone (with standard weighting <£(/) = t) on a finite polyhedron 
N. 

The case of the conjecture proved by Higson is related to the results of Ped-
ersen and Weibel [52, 60, 16]. In fact, for any proper metric space M and any 
ring with unit R, Pedersen and Weibel define a category CM(R) whose objects 
are locally finite configurations — parameterized by M — of finite projective 
i?-modules, and whose morphisms are matrices — parameterized by M x M 
— of i2-module morphisms, vanishing outside a bounded neighbourhood of the 
diagonal. For R — C, we see that this category is an algebraic analogue of 
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our C*-algebra BH> NOW Pedersen and Weibel proved the following theorem 
(cf. [60]): if M is a (standard) cone on a finite polyhedron N, then there is an 
isomorphism 

K*(CM(R)) = K(R)*-i(N) 
where the left hand side is the if-theory of a category and the right hand side is 
the homology theory associated to the nonconnective algebraic /^-theory spec
trum of R. The analogue of the Pedersen-Weibel theorem in our analytic situa
tion would be an isomorphism 

K,(B^) ^ K,-i(N) 

where the right hand side is reduced if-homology. But by the six term exact 
sequence in if-homology, K*-i(N) = K*(M), so this is exactly the result proved 
by Higson. 

(6.29) To formulate a Baum-Connes conjecture for spaces that are not uni
formly contractible we need to define 'coarse A'-homology'. Let M be any space 
and let (Un) be an anti-Cech system for M. Define 

KX*(M) = \\mK+(\Un\)\ 

this is of course independent of the choice of anti-Cech system. There is a natural 
map K: K+(M) -* KX*(M). 

(6.30) CONJECTURE: For any reasonable space M, there is an isomorphism 
(possibly after tensoring with Q) 

li:KX.(M)-+K.(B^). 

What is a 'reasonable' space? It seems unlikely that the conjecture is true, 
at least so far as the surjectivity of the map goes, for spaces such as the one 
of example 2.29, where the lim term in the Milnor exact sequence makes a 
contribution to the coarse cohomology. Perhaps the correct definition is that a 
reasonable space is one which is bornotopy equivalent to a uniformly contractible 
space. 

(6.31) The injectivity part of conjectures 6.28 and 6.30 is a form of the 
Novikov conjecture. To see why, assume for simplicity that M is uniform
ly contractible and consider the class [D] € K+{M) of the signature operator 
D = d + d*. By the results of [44], fi(D) G K*(BH) is an invariant of bounded 
smooth homotopy type. So if /i is injective we find that [D] itself is an invariant 
of homotopy type in this sense, and this is obviously a Novikov conjecture type 
statement. If /i ® Q is injective, then [D] is invariant modulo torsion, and in 
particular all 'signatures' computed from it are invariant. 

To make contact with the usual Novikov conjecture, notice that for any space 
M there is a natural Chern pairing KX*(M)®HX*(M) —± R, which is compat
ible with the usual Chern pairing between A'-homology and cohomology via the 
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character map c: HX*{M) -+ # * ( M ; R ) and the map K: K*(M) - • KX*(M). 
Suppose now that IT: M —• X is a covering of a compact manifold, and let 
7T.: #C*(M;R) -+ H*(X;H) be the transfer map [1, Chapter 4]. If DM and D * 
are the signature operators on M and X, and y? £ HX*(M), we have 

(ch,(/c(DM)),b]> = (ch,[£>M],cM) = (ch*[Dx],*ic[<P])> 

If the map /i of 6.30 is rationally injective, the left hand expression is an in
variant of homotopy type. Thus we find that the rational injectivity of the map 
/i of conjecture 6.30 implies the Novikov conjecture for all the higher signatures 
corresponding to transfers of coarse classes on coverings ofX. 

Similarly, the rational injectivity of /i would imply in the case of a uniformly 
contractible manifold that the index of the standard Dirac operator cannot vanish 
in K*(BH)- Therefore, using the methods of section 6.3, we find that the rational 
injectivity of the map fi of Conjecture 6.28 implies that no compact /C(7r, 1) 
manifold can have a metric of positive scalar curvature. This is another old 
conjecture, which is known to be related to the Novikov conjecture. 

(6.32) The preceding discussion shows that coarse cohomology enters natu
rally into a discussion of the Novikov conjecture. Now we will reformulate things 
directly from this point of view, which is closer to the original papers of [22, 23]. 

(6.33) CONJECTURE: (S.Weinberger) Let M be a uniformly contractible space. 
Then for every class ft G # * ( M ; R ) there are a corona N of M and a class 
a e H*-l(N;n) for which da = f3. 

This conjecture was proposed by Weinberger at the Penn State meeting in 
April 1990; see also [70, §20]. 

(6.34) PROPOSITION: Conjecture 6.33 implies that the map \i of conjecture 6.28 
is rationally injective. 

PROOF: This is a standard application of cyclic theory to the Novikov con
jecture. Suppose [D] ̂  0 in K+(M)®Q. Then there is /? G #C*(M;R) such that 
(ch*[£>],/?) # 0. According to 6.33 there is an a G H*"1(N;K) with da = /?. 
Then by 5.29 

(ch.[D],0) = (ch.bN(ii(D)),<*). 

So IA[D] ?0 in #*(BJ7). • 
A stronger conjecture is the following one. 

(6.35) CONJECTURE: (N.Higson) Suppose that M is uniformly contractible. 
Then the Higson compactification M has trivial cohomology. 

This implies 6.33 by obvious arguments. In the non uniformly contractible 
case the appropriate analogue of these conjectures seems to be 

(6.36) CONJECTURE: Let M be a reasonable space. Then 'the transgression map 
is surjective' in the sense of 5.28(iii); in other words, for any class <p G HX*(M) 
there are a corona N of M and a class ft G H*~l(N; R) such that TNP = <p* 
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More speculatively, it is consistent with all the available evidence to conjecture 
that the transgression is always surjective, not onto HX*(M) but at least onto 
the inverse limit limH*(Un\ R) derived from an anti-Cech system. By similar 
arguments to those given in 6.34, one can show that 6.36 implies the 'rationally 
injective' part of 6.30. 

In [59], Conjecture 6.36 is proved for a metric space M that is hyperbolic in 
the sense of Gromov [33, 29]. The reader should note that Lemma 3.1 and 
Proposition 3.2 of this paper are incorrect, but Proposition 3.4 is correct and 
the main result is unaffected. 

(6.37) One advantage of conjectures such as 6.30 and 6.36 is that they can 
be applied directly to a discrete group T. In what follows we will assume that T 
is a finitely generated discrete group, equipped with a left-invariant word metric. 
The cohomology H*(BT;H) can be modelled (see [23]) by the cohomology of 
the complex C*(T) whose g-cochains are functions Tq+1 —• R, invariant under 
the diagonal action of T on the left, and whose coboundary map d is just given 
by the usual Alexander-Spanier formula. 

(6.38) PROPOSITION: Let T be a finitely generated discrete group and let 
To C r be a normal subgroup. Let n: T —> T/To be the quotient map. The 
following formula defines a map P: HX*(T/T0) -+ Hm(BT;K): 

(P<p)(go;... ,gP)= X ) (p(g7r(go),... ,<M0<?))-
?er/r0 

It is easy to check that the coarse support condition means that the sum is 
finite, that P is a map of complexes, and that it corresponds to the transfer 
construction we discussed earlier applied to the covering BTo —• BY. Thus 
we have the statement: If conjecture 6.36 is true for T/TQ, then the Novikov 
conjecture holds for all cohomology classes in the image of P: HX*(T/TQ) —• 
H*(BT,R). 

(6.39) For what groups T is 6.36 known to be true? Certainly we know it 
whenever BT is a compact [/-enlargeable manifold, in particular whenever T 
is the fundamental group of a compact Riemannian manifold of non-positive 
curvature. In the case T = Z n , moreover, the images of the maps P above span 
the whole of the cohomology of BT. Thus we obtain yet another proof of the 
Novikov conjecture for free abelian groups. 

We conclude with some questions. 
(i) If BT were a compact manifold and ET were u;-large but not ultraspher-

ical, then 6.36 would remain true. But are there any such groups? If 
there are, what is the image of the secondary product * on HX*(T) 
under the map P to H*(BT)K)? 

(ii) Is there a 'de Rham model' for the cohomology of the Higson compact-
ification M of a Riemannian manifold M — perhaps in terms of forms 
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satisfying some kind of rapid decay condition? Such a model could lead 
to a proof of 6.35 by analytical methods. 

(iii) How is the coarse cohomology of quotient groups of T, discussed above, 
related to the if-theory of ' almost flat vector bundles' on BY, as dis
cussed in [21]? 
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